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Concern regarding increased coastal erosion has heightened amid growing

acceptance of global warming and associated sea-level rise. This study examines

shoreline erosion in Flathead Lake, Montana due to five decades of artificially elevated

lake levels. It provides a model to investigate coastal erosion associated with sea-level

rise. The natural water level fluctuation in Flathead Lake is regulated witha dam, which

has elevated the entire annual fluctuation approximately 0.7 m on average. The annual

rise in lake level is held for an extended duration at a regulated "full pool" level which is

approximately 3 m above its natural base elevation, and the total transgression time for a

complete cycle of lake level change has been increased from 100 days to over 300 days.

Nearshore environments in Flathead Lake, are described as dissipative or reflective

on the basis of a surf similarity parameter, grain size, morphology, number of breaking

waves and angle of wave incidence. The relative resistance to foreshore and backshore

erosion caused by anthropogenic lake level regulation is compared between the two

nearshore configurations. Reflective systems are characterized by dynamic gravel beach

faces and steep inshore shelves armored by wave-washed cobble. In contrast

dissipative systems are characterized by sand-sized substratum, broad flat inshore
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shelves, and the presence of multiple linear bars approximately 350 m offshore. Five

decades of regulated lake levels have resulted in extensive shoreline erosion (970 ha on

the north shore of the lake) and a general reshaping of both types of nearshore

environments, although dissipative shorelines have eroded faster. The presence of

docks and other man-made structures on reflective beaches have accelerated erosion by

intercepting longshore gravel transport.

Shoreline erosion has ceased on the west side of the north shore as the varial zone,

(that area between the maximum and minimum regulated lake levels), has reached an

equilibrium slope. In contrast erosion and shoreline retreat continues on the east side,

although the rate has slowed over the years in response to the development of a near

equilibrium varial zone profile similar to that of the west side. However shoreline retreat

is quite variable even along short stretches of shoreline. Variability in shoreline retreat

results from three erosive processes, undercutting, endstripping and overwash.

Undercutting and endstripping occur when waves scour an exposed bank, while

overwash results when water is forced over the top of the shoreline bank or berm.

Therefore shoreline elevation and morphology determine the type of erosion process,

and the rate of shoreline retreat. Localized accretion also occurreddue to sediment

entrapment by drift logs bordering the shoreline. Drift logs naturally protect the

shoreline from direct wave attack and once buried, provide new recruitment area for

riparian vegetation.

Alteration of lake level fluctuation has resulted in a transfer of annual wave energy

from base elevations corresponding to the pre-dam nearshore shelf, to those

corresponding with the limnetic foreshore environment, thereby inducing lake-wide

erosion. The most extensive retreat has occurred along the low-lying dissipative north

shore of the lake. Measured shoreline retreat along the north shore is compared to the

retreat predicted by the Bruun Rule. The Bruun Rule under-predicted the actual



measured shoreline retreat by as much as an order of magnitude. The redistribution of

annual wave energy due to regulated lake level fluctuation is the main factor contributing

to erosion, a factor that is not accounted for with the Bruun Rule. Therefore the

redistribution of annual incident wave energy is examined in terms of an increased

transgression time, a reduced range in lake level fluctuation, and an elevated lake level.

Both transgression time and range in water level fluctuation affect the distribution of

incident wave energy and were found to be more important to shoreline erosion than an

elevated water level.

An alternative regulation scheme incorporating both concerns for hydropower

production and lake regulation is proposed and examined in terms of reducing erosion.

Altering the transgression time of lake level fluctuation by changing the timing and

increasing the rate of lake level drawdown, results in a significant reduction in the

amount of annual wave energy that reaches the eroding full pool shoreline, thereby

reducing the potential for shoreline erosion lake-wide. A lowered regulated full pooi

lake level would decrease the intensity of overwash further reducing shoreline retreat

related to that process of erosion.

Natural gravel beaches can provide the backshore of coastal environments with a

protective buffer from wave erosion. A case study is presented of the conceptual design

and utility of an artificial perched gravel beach used to stabilize an eroding backshore on

the reflective east shore of the lake. Boulders and cobbles were used as a stable

platform to perch beach gravels above the previously eroding profile. A longshore

exchange of gravel within the beach compartment was incorporated into the conceptual

design. The structure has performed successfully during the three year monitoring

period as exemplified by the lack of backshore erosion and the maintenance of the

perched profile.
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PREFACE:

The title of this thesis is lake level regulation, shoreline erosion and shore

protection and that is certainly the subject matter. However this work has evolved as a

small part of a much larger study concerned with the effects of lake level regulation on

the the shoreline ecology of Flathead Lake (Hauer et al. 1988), therefore I would like to

acknowledge that work and those involved:

Hauer, F.R., M.S. Lorang, J.H. Jourdonnais, J.A. Stanford and E. Schuyler. 1988.

The effects of water regulation on the shoreline ecology of Flathead Lake,

Montana. Open file report, Flathead Lake Biological Station, University of

Montana, Poison, Montana.

The impetus for the above study came from the Federal Energy and Regulatory

Commission (FERC) which over sees the licensing of the dams throughout the United

States. Kerr Dam built in 1938, and used to regulate the lake, is owned and operated by

the Montana Power Company (MPC). The dam has came up for its fiftyyear

relicensing, therefore MPC was mandated by FERC to determine the impacts related to

dam operation upon the Flathead river/lake system in an effort to mitigate for those

losses. As part of that process the University of Montana Biological Station was funded

to access the impacts to the shoreline ecology of Flathead Lake. The funding included a

research assistant position that I was very fortunate to serve.

I started work in the spring of 1986 with Jon Jordonnais, Ric Hauer and Jack

Stanford. I never imagined at the time, that the 8 month job I applied for would turn

into a six year project eventually leading to a M.S. degree in oceanography. I also

would never have considered the path had it not been for Jon, Ric, and Jack, who

turned out to be much more then colleagues, but mentors, confidants, companions and

friends. They each have had a great impact on my life and because of their

encouragement I pursued my education, for that I am eternally grateful.



Thanks also goes to those who helped with the many other aspects associated with

accessing the impacts of lake regulation on the shoreline ecology of Flathead Lake: Lisa

Campbell, Dave Kicklighter, Jim Craft, Larry Hughes, Ernie Schuyler, Charlie Hall,

Jacoby Carter, Craig Spencer, Mark Potter, Bonnie Ellis, Robin Steinkraus, Sue

Gillespie, Grace Morrison, and Harry Baker, each of whom helped in some fashion,

either in the field, the lab, through discussions or just the day to day life at the bio-

station. It was all equally valuable and greatly appreciated, because no job is too trivial

or so important.

One of the greatest impacts related to the regulation of lake levels occurred on the

north shore of Flathead Lake, and it is therefore the focus of much of this thesis. It is

here at the confluence of the Flathead River where a delta was built out into the lake

(Fig. P.1). It is certainly a great tragedy that we can no longer walk on the unaltered

sandy beaches, or through the forests of that unique interface between the river and the

lake, as I am sure many individuals did for thousands of years before the great dam

craze of the 1930's. Now only the skeleton of a once beautiful delta and its forest

remain as a sad reminder of our modem insatiable appetite for energy and the

conveniences that it brings. The ecosystem that once revolved around the river delta in

Flathead Lake is gone forever, and no amount of mitigation can ever replace it.

God made the world. Take your manicured beauty, make mine
wild... .1 want wilderness and more wilderness, reminders and
remnants of a time that was, and yet I know very well that we
can't turn back and probably would gripe if we did, but leave me
my illusions.. ..Montana's future, like its past lies in the land, as
wheat goes, as cattle go, as cherries and fruit go, there goes
Montana.

A. B. Gutherie



Figure P.1 1937 aerial photograph of the north shore Flathead River delta.



LAKE LEVEL REGULATION, SHORELINE EROSION AND SHORE
PROTECTION: FLATHEAD LAKE, MONTANA

I. CHAPTER ONE: GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The beach serves as the buffer between the biting edge of the sea and the

backshore. The beach itself is a product of the interaction between surface gravity

waves, the supply of sediment, and the force of gravity which tends to move material

offshore. Stable shorelines exist when there is a balance between forces tending to

move sediment offshore and those pushing sediment shoreward, resulting in a net

conservation of sediment within the nearshore zone. With such an equilibrium

condition, wave breaking first occurs offshore followed by shoreward wave height

decay to zero, indicating complete dissipation of wave energy on the beach. Shoreline

erosion occurs when there is an imbalance in the system, as may result from a rise in

sea-level.

Important is an understanding of the nearshore in terms of the manner in which

wave energy is accommodated as expressed by the configuration of the nearshore itself.

The configuration of the nearshore depends upon the grain size of the beach sediment.

Coarse material results in steep nearshore slopes, referred to as reflective systems,

where wave energy dissipation occurs typically through a single breaker. Finer- grained

material results in lower slopes where numerous breaking waves comprise a surf zone, a

configuration referred to as a dissipative nearshore system. The surf similarity

parameter,

= acD2/g32

where a is the wave amplitude near the break point and o is the incident radian wave

frequency (2iriT; T = period), g is the acceleration of gravity, and J3 in this instance is

the slope of the beach face. The surf similarity parameter e is a non-dimensional

(1)
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formulation that relates wave steepness to the slope of the beach face, a parameter

important in quantitative beach comparisons. Dissipative ocean beaches are

characterized by values of e> 30 and reflective beaches with e < 10. (Wright and Short,

1983). Categorizing the nearshore zone in this way is a first step in understanding the

behavior of the beach response to a disequilibrium. Shoreline erosion is usually the first

indication that something is out of balance, either a shoreward transfer of wave energy,

a change in the sediment budget or both.

The beach is a magnet for development as people clamor to live as close to it as

possible. Shoreline erosion normally goes unnoticed until it threatens our developments.

We commonly view the position of the shoreline as static and establish lines of

ownership accordingly, without regard for the dynamic nature of a system which

responds with constant changes. Coupled with our view of a static nearshore zone is a

two dimensional outlook of the processes of shoreline erosion. Rates of shoreline

retreat due to wave erosion are commonly given as averages, and subsequently the

beach compartment is viewed as retreating in a two-dimensional manner. However it is

common for the rates of retreat to be highly variable along even short stretches of a

beach compartment, and it is often the case that some portions are accreting while others

remain stable or erode. Obviously shoreline retreat is complex and may involve many

processes integrated in a manner unique to each individual beach compartment. It is

therefore important to understand the variability of shoreline retreat, and recognize the

processes which contribute to the variable response within each individual beach

compartment of concern. Only then can solutions to erosion problems be found.

One factor common to all beaches is that the forcing for processes of erosion is

mainly driven by the incident wave energy. The distribution of wave energy within the

nearshore environment is controlled mainly by the water level coupled with the timing of

storm events. The occurrence of wave erosion is commonly associated with high
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energy storm events; however the severity of erosion may in part result from more long-

term processes that tend to pre-dispose portions of a beach compartment to erosion prior

to the storm. Regardless of the situation, it is the timing of storm events with periods of

elevated water levels that causes the most severe impacts. Important then is an

understanding of how water level fluctuations redistribute incident wave energy in a

maimer conducive to extreme shoreline erosion, as well as an understanding of the

causative nature of the processes themselves.

Understanding the nature of shoreline erosion is unfortunately not always a major

concern in our attempts to deal with the problem. Usually the first step is to

parameterize the complex processes of shoreline erosion with a single measure of wave

height, referred to as the design wave. The design wave is typically an accepted

significant wave height predicted to occur during the design life of some proposed shore

protection structure. Accordingly design is driven towards massive rigid structures, that

are expected to exist in one of the most dynamic ever changing environments, the

nearshore zone. Shoreline protection schemes are often designed in the office without

ever closely observing the beach for clues as to how it behaves. If field investigations

are undertaken they are normally with the idea of gathering information to build a better

static structure. Compounding this mistake is drawing a cross-section of both the beach

and structure then applying the "answef' along the full the length of the beach

compartment. Such treatment of a three-dimensional problem with a two-dimensional

solution has proven over the years to have adverse effects to adjacent properties and the

beach compartment as a whole. Usually only the backshore areas behind the structures

are protected, while erosion to neighboring beaches and backshore properties is

accelerated.

Fortunately amid the prevalence of controlling shoreline erosion with traditional

static structures is a growing acceptance of what is termed the dynamic revetment. A
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dynamic revetment is a shore protection structure which is designed to behave in a

manner similar to a natural a gravel or boulder beach. Gravel and boulder beaches

respond to the dissipation of incident wave energy by developing characteristic profiles

composed of a step and a beach crest, the two connected by a steep beach face.

Maximum incident wave energy occurs at the break point near the step and decreases to

zero at the beach crest, thereby providing protection for the backshore from wave

erosion. Continued demand for low-cost shore protection, which also embodies both

aesthetic and dynamic qualities of a natural beach, has stimulated recent efforts towards

designing artificial gravel beaches.

As mentioned previously, shoreline erosion can be extremely variable spatially

within a single beach compartment, but it can also be temporally variable as well. In

this regard, artificial gravel beaches could be designed as sacrificial beaches aimed at

providing temporary shore protection until the beach naturally recovers or until a more

long term practical solution can be developed. The underlying concept is that in the

process of transporting gravel and boulders (fundamental aspects of dynamic behavior)

distinctive profiles are developed which allow wave energy to be dissipated through

breaking and swash turbulence.

There are two primary objectives of this thesis. The first is to examine shoreline

erosion in Flathead Lake, Montana, as a consequence of lake level regulation. The

natural annual fluctuation in lake level has been altered by construction of a dam 6 km

below the outlet of the lake. The dam retains water from the annual spring run-off

which is held for an extended duration at a regulated "full pool" level approximately 3 m

above its natural base elevation. The total transgression time for a complete cycle of lake

level change has been increased from 100 days under natural conditions to over 300

days under regulated conditions. The total range in water level fluctuation has been

decreased by approximately 0.5 m, while the fluctuation cycle as a whole has been
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elevated approximately 0.7 m on average as compared with the natural regime. The

second objective of this thesis is to investigate ways to reduce the impact of shoreline

erosion by altering the maimer in which the lake is regulated and by attempting to utilize

the design concepts inherent in the natural behavior of gravel beaches.

These objectives are addressed in chapters two through five, each written as

separate manuscripts. Chapter two, Dissipative and reflective beaches in a large lake

and the physical effects of lake level regulation. (Lorang, et al. 1991), has been accepted

for publication by the journal Ocean and ShorelineManagement. It is co-authored with

Dr. Jack Stanford, director of the University of Montana Biological Station, Dr.

Richard Hauer, also of the U.M.B.S. and Jon H. Jourdonnais of the Montana Power

Company. The manuscript was developed from data collected during a project aimed at

assessing the ecological impacts of lake level regulation. This chapter is concerned

mainly with the description of the nearshore environments in Flathead Lake as

dissipative or reflective on the basis of the surf similarity parameter , the grain size, the

nearshore morphology, the number of breaking waves and the angle of wave incidence.

Reflective systems were characterized by dynamic gravel beach faces and steep inshore

shelves armored by wave-washed cobbles. In contrast dissipative systems were

characterized by sand-sized sediment, broad flat inshore shelves and the presence of

multiple linear bars positioned approximately 350 m offshore. Five decades of regulated

lake levels resulted in extensive shoreline erosion and a general reshaping of both types

of nearshore environments. Erosion and shoreline retreat has been most extensive on

the dissipative systems along the north shore of the lake. Other dissipative systems have

not eroded as severely due to the development of gravel beaches at the upper reaches of

the regulated full pool shoreline. As development of the shorelines of Flathead Lake

increased, the presence of docks and other man-made structures on reflective beaches

has accelerated erosion by intercepting longshore gravel transport.



Chapter three, The Variability of Shoreline Erosion and Accretion within a Beach

Compartment on Flathead Lake, Montana. (Lorang and Stanford, submitted), is

currently under review as a manuscript submitted to the journal Limnology and

Oceanography. This chapter deals with the measured longshore variation in shoreline

erosion and accretion on the north shore of the lake. The average rate of measured

retreat is 0.51 rn/yr. However shoreline response has varied between erosion and

accretion over longshore distances of 100 m and within time spans of storm cycles to

years. Variability in shoreline retreat results from three erosive processes, undercutting,

endstripping and overwash. Undercutting and endsiripping occur when waves scour an

exposed bank, while overwash results when water is forced over the top of the shoreline

bank or berm. Therefore shoreline elevation and morphology determine the type of

erosion process and subsequently the rate of shoreline retreat. Localized accretion has

also occurred due to sediment entrapment by drift logs bordering the shoreline. Drift

logs naturally protect the shoreline from direct wave attack and once buried, provide

new recruitment area for riparian vegetation. This role of drift logs in shoreline

accretion provides valuable information in terms of the natural recovery process of the

north shore. This observation indicates that traditional shore protection measures are not

necessary to combat shoreline erosion in this environment, but rather these natural

recovery processes should be allowed to continue and incorporated into any future shore

protection plan.

Chapter four, Lake level regulation and shoreline erosion in Flathead Lake,

Montana; A test of the Bruun Rule (Lorang et al., 1991) is co-authored with Dr. Komar

and Dr. Stanford and will be submitted to the Journal of Coastal Research. This chapter

compares total measured shoreline retreat for the north shore to that predicted by the

Bruun Rule of erosion. The Bruun Rule is the best known model for predicting

shoreline erosion due to elevated water levels. The regulation of lake levels in Flathead
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Lake provides a test model for the Bruun Rule, yielding a relevant comparison for ocean

beaches that might experience erosion due to an accelerated sea-level rise associated with

green-house warming. This chapter also examines the processes of shoreline erosion in

terms of how the annual incident wave energy is distributed relative to both natural and

regulated lake levels. Finally an alternate regulated regime is proposed with the

objective of redistributing annual incident wave energy in a manner more favorable to

reducing present shoreline erosion. A return to the natural regime would be best, but

significant hydropower production losses would result. Therefore, an attempt was

made at balancing concerns for reduced shoreline erosion, hydropower production and

lake recreation. It was found that shoreline erosion could be reduced by altering the

manner in which the lake levels are regulated.

Chapter five, An artzlcial perched-gravel beach as a shore protection structure.

(Lorang, 1991) is a manuscript which has been published in the proceedings of the

Coastal Sediments 91' conference. A case study is presented of the conceptual design

and utility of an artificial perched gravel beach used to stabilize an eroding backshore.

Gravel beaches naturally provide a protective buffer from wave erosion. An attempt

was made to design and construct a shore protection structure that would mimic the

dynamic behavior of a natural gravel beach. The structure was designed to reduce

shoreline erosion within a reflective beach compartment on the east shore of Flathead

Lake. The goal was to reduce erosion, but also to provide a suitable and aesthetically

pleasing gravel beach for recreation. Boulders and cobbles were used as a stable

platform to perch beach gravels above the previously eroding profile. An alongshore

exchange of gravel within the beach compartment was incorporated into the conceptual

design. The structure has preformed successfully during the three year monitoring

period as exemplified by the lack of backshore erosion and the maintenance of the

perched profile.



IL CHAPTER TWO:

DISSIPATIVE AND REFLECTIVE BEACHES IN A LARGE LAKE AND
THE PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF LAKE LEVEL REGULATION

ABSTRACT

Nearshore environments in Flathead Lake, Montana, U.S.A., are described as

dissipative or reflective on the basis of a surf similarity parameter, grain size,

morphology, number of breaking waves and angle ofwave incidence. The relative

resistance to foreshore and backshore erosion caused by anthropogenic lake level

regulation is compared between the two nearshore configurations. Reflective systems

are characterized by dynamic gravel beach faces and steep inshore shelves armored by

wave-washed cobble. In contrast dissipative systems are characterized by sand-sized

substratum, broad flat inshore shelves, and the presence of multiple linear bars

approximately 350 m offshore. Five decades of regulated lake levels have resulted in

extensive shoreline erosion (970 ha on the north shore of the lake) and a general

reshaping of both types of nearshore environments, although dissipative shorelines have

eroded faster -5.7 rn/yr maximum and -2.0 rn/yr on average between 1986 and 1987.

The presence of docks and other man-made structures on reflective beaches have

accelerated erosion by intercepting longshore gravel transport. This analysis provides a

physical basis for understanding the effects of lake level regulation on shoreline ecology

and management.

INTRODUCTION

Wright et al. (1979) described dissipative systems as "characterized by exposed

open coastlines with concaved-upward nearshore profiles and wide flat surf zones."



They described the topography as having one or more bars with a complex three-

dimensional inner-shore. Waves tend to break between 75 m and 350 m seaward of the

shoreline. Wave breaking in this manner dissipates, through turbulence, much of the

available energy before reaching the shoreline. In contrast reflective systems have

'steep linear beach faces, well developed berms and beachcusps but lack three-

dimensional inner-shore topography." (Wright et a!, 1979). Waves incident on a

reflective beach break close to the shoreline with high run-up. Wave breaking usually

occurs as a single plunging breaker. Wave collapse near the shoreline tends to produce

a step in the profile associated with the break point and a beach ridge or berm above the

still water level.

Wave action in lakes and reservoirs provides the energy which leads to the

development of both dissipative and reflective nearshore configurations, but they are

rarely identified in the limnological literature. Kirk and Henriques (1986), described a

nearshore configuration for an alpine lake in New Zealand that could be classified as a

reflective system. They attributed inner-shore shelf width (i.e. that portion of the

nearshore profile associated with wave shoaling and breaking) to increased exposure to

longer fetches. They also mention shoreline orientation and grain size as dominant

factors in nearshore profile development. The amount of wave energy delivered to a

particular stretch of nearshore depends on the available fetch combined with the intensity

and duration of the wind event. Grain size also plays a major role in the development of

a particular nearshore configuration. In general coarser grains tend to result in reflective

systems while fme sands lead to the formation of dissipative nearshore configurations

(Wright et al. 1979).

Another important factor is the lake level or ocean level at the time of erosive wave

events (Kirk and Henriques, 1986; Komar and Holman, 1986). Many, if not most,

lakes undergo annual water level fluctuations, owing to seasonal hydrology of the
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catchment. Moreover lake levels in many natural lakes and virtually all reservoirs are

regulated by dams at the outlet. Lake level controls the distribution ofwave energy

dissipation across the nearshore profile. Under natural conditions wave action during

the annual lake level rise reworks and develops the foreshore. Wave action during the

base elevation forms the nearshore shelf. Changes in water level, whether natural or

induced by man, usually result in erosion and reconfiguration within the nearshore zone.

Natural fluctuations in seasonal water levels in Flathead Lake, Montana, U.S.A. (Fig.

11.1), have been altered for hydropower production by construction of a dam

downstream from the outlet sill. In this chapter we examine the effect of lake level

regulation by contrasting erosion, shoreline retreat and morphological changes occurring

within dissipative and reflective nearshore systems of the lake.

STUDY AREA

Physical Setting

Flathead Lake occupies the southern end of the Rocky Mountain Trench, a north-

south oriented fault-block valley sculptured by glaciation. The 496 km2 lake (max depth

= 115 m; mean = 52 m) is bounded to the east by the steep-faced Mission Range rising

1200 m above the lake and to the west by the Salish Range Rising approximately 760 m.

The lake has a maximum length of 45 km and a width of 24 km. The bathymeiry

consists of a deep north-south oriented trench on the east side, bordered by a shallower

western shelf. The minimum lake elevation is determined by a bedrock sill in the outlet

downstream from Poison Bay, a large shallow bay at the southern end of the lake

(Fig.II. 1).
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Figure 11-1 Bathymetry, shoreline geology and other features of Flathead Lake.

The wind rose is based on summer wind conditions, 1986.
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Pleistocene glaciation deposited terminal moraines at the southern end of the lake

and also along the west shore, with lateral morain deposition along the east shore (Fig.

11.1). The final retreat of the Flathead glacial lobe, a southern extension of the

continental Cordilleran ice sheet, resulted in glacial melt waters filling the scoured basin.

Glacial till deposition along the east and west shores, combined with exposed crystalline

bedrock, resulted in rocky headlands and associated pocket beaches. Erosion within the

18,372 km2 catchment supplied the sediment which has formed a large delta at the

confluence of the lake and the Flathead River, an event that appears to have dominated

the most recent geologic history of the lake.

Lake Level Regulation

Kerr Dam, located approximately 6 km downstream of the lake outlet, is a 61 m

high structure built on crystalline bedrock of the outlet gourge (Fig.II.1). Since

construction of Kerr Dam was completed in 1938, lake levels have been artificially

maintained at approximately 881.78 m (full-pool) throughout the summer months (Fig.

11.2). The dam is used to regulate the top 3 m (878.73 m to 881.78 m) of the lake for

hydropower production. Regulation of the lake level has eliminated the annual natural

short-term peak in the hydrograph and replaced it with an artificially extended full-pool

season. Regulated lake levels do not reach as high as before dam construction, but the

duration of full pool is much longer (Fig. 11.2). This regulation scheme has promoted

erosion and reconfiguration of the shoreline, changes which are the focus of this

chapter. A seasonally dewatered zone now exists between 881.78 m (full-pool) and the

878.73 m elevation, the point of maximum drawdown. The term "varial zone" is used

in reference to this drawdown area between the two regulated shorelines.
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METHODS

Pre- and post-dam shorelines were documented by analyses of ground and aerial

photos. Ground photos of the pre-dam shoreline for the period between 1907 to 1923

were available in the University of Montana archives. Many of these photographs were

taken at the same location during different stages of the natural lake hydrograph and over

a time span of several years. Aerial photographs of the lakeshore were available for the

pre-dam (1937) and post-dam years (1946, 1954, 1979 and 1986). The lake elevation

for the 1937 aerial photographs was 878.59 m, and an average of 881.70 m for the

post-dam series. Detailed shoreline positions were also obtained from 1946 and 1986

survey maps of the north shore.

Morphology of the varial zone and shoreline position were measured with an

autolevel and staff during seasonal drawdown. Transect surveys were done from

permanent shoreline headstakes laterally across the varial zone. These data allowed us

to develop cross-sectional profiles to characterize different nearshore configurations and

to quantify shoreline erosion rates during the 1985-87 study period. Offshore position

of multiple longshore bars below maximum drawdown and beyond the extent of the

level surveys were verified from aerial photos. The range in water depth for the bars

and shelf break was obtained by boat, utilizing a digital depth sounder and sextant

triangulation.

Wind speed and direction were recorded with data loggers located on the north

shore of the lake (Fig. 11.1). Maximum effective fetch length (34 1cm) was combined

with a range of wind durations and speeds (converted to wind stress factors), to define

fetch-limited, duration-limited and fully developed deep water wave conditions

physically possible for Flathead Lake (Fig. H.3). The equations used are presented in

the Shore Protection Manual. (U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
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1984). The wind thta were also used, assuming maximum fetch, to calculate the

corresponding JONSWAP deep water spectrally based significant wave heights and

peak spectral periods. These hindcast estimates were then compared with recorded

visual estimates as observed from land (Fig. 4). Lake levels were recorded daily by the

United States Geological Survey at a gauging station on the north shore and by Montana

Power Company near Kerr Dam.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Wind and Wave Conditions

Winds on Flathead Lake associated with the passage of meteorological depressions

follow topographic channeling along the north-south valley axis (Fig. 11.1). The

prevailing winds therefore blow along the line of maximum lake fetch. The greatest

length of the north-south axis of the lake is 45 km, but constriction of the shoreline at

the entrance to Poison Bay (Fig. 11.1) limits the maximum effective fetch to 34 km.

The relationship between wind speed and duration relative to maximum fetch,

define limiting conditions for the wave climate on Fiathead Lake incident to the north

shore (Fig. 11.3). Storm waves are usually fetch-limited, but sometimes wind events are

short lived, lasting less then six hours and resulting in duration-limiting conditions.

Fetch-limited storm waves are typified by heights ranging between 0.75 and 1.25 m,

with periods between 3.5 and 4.5 seconds. Duration-limited conditions result in wave

heights less then 1 m. Observed and predicted wave heights over a range in wind

speeds are comparable in figure 11.4. The observed heights are consistently greater then

estimated significant wave heights, a typical result for visual observations.
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Figure 11.4 Predicted deep water wave heights (following procedures outlined in

the SPM and corresponding to a 34 km fetch) versus visually observed wave heights.



Dissipative Nearshore Configurations

Dissipative nearshore configurations found in Flathead Lake are generally

characterized by fine sands, wide, low-sloping inner shelves with regularly spaced

multiple linear bars, and shorelines oriented normal to the dominant wave approach

(Fig. 11.5). The bars usually occur between 350 m and 550 m offshore (Figs. 11.5,

11.6), but are closer to the shore in areas near the river mouth (Fig. 11.6). The bars

range between depths of 1.0 m to 2.5 m with an average spacing between crests of 25

m, measured from aerial photographs and surveys for those located in the varial zone.

The inner-shelves are composed of 3 zones, with different slopes involved in

wave dissipation across the nearshore profile: a build-up zone at 0.003; a flatter surf

zone at 0.002, and a steeper swash zone at 0.03. There often is a distinct transition zone

between the surf and swash zones, while the transition between build-up and surf zones

is more subtle (Fig. 11.5). Storm waves shoal and begin breaking in the build-up zone,

and then travel usually as spilling breakers across the surf zone where most waves are

breaking. Final run-up occurs on the beach face of the swash zone.

The north shore, a sandy deltaic deposit, and Skidoo Bay, a sandy glacial moraine

deposit, are good examples of dissipative systems developed within different geological

environments of Flathead Lake (Fig. 11.1). Both areas are characterized by long fetches,

broad shallow nearshore slopes, shorelines oriented normal to the dominant wave

approach, and well developed offshore multiple linear bars (Fig. 11.6). The distance

from the high water shoreline to the 7 m contour interval (the approximate depth where

deep water conditions end and intermediate conditions begin), ranges from 450 m to 600

m for the dissipative systems of Skidoo Bay and 800 m to 2 km for the deltaic north

shore. Dissipative nearshore configurations are also typified by small grain size

(predominantly fine sands), high wave energy (exposure to
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Figure 11.5 Dissipative nearshore environment formed in deltaic sands and

consisting of seven major components: A) foreshore, B) swash zone, C) transition

zone, D) surf zone, E) build-up zone, F) nearshore shelf, G) nearshore face.
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Figure 11.6 An oblique aerial photograph of the dissipative north shore showing

the position of the offshore bars at the minimum 1987 regulated lake level. The Flathead

River enters near the top of the photo and the Swan River at the bottom (compared to

figure 1)
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maximum wave heights possible for the lake), and a surf zone containing several

breaking waves. These are also key components of dissipative ocean beaches (Wright et

al. 1979).

Reflective Nearshore Configurations

The east and much of the west shore of Flathead Lake is characterized by narrow,

steep nearshore zones and are classified as reflective nearshore systems (Fig. 11.7).

These are oriented both normally and obliquely to the dominant wave approach.

Reflective configurations are generally characterized by narrow cobble-armored

nearshore shelves with steep gravel beach faces and foreshores (Fig. 11.7). Reflective

nearshore systems are formed from glacial till composed ofa wide range in grain size

from silts to cobbles. Sand and finer grain-size fractions are cumulatively transported

offshore by wave action, with a portion being retained in the interstitial spaces of the

shelf cobbles. The widths of these nearshore shelves ranged between 50 and 85 meters,

measured from the shelf break to the shoreline on aerial photographs. Reflective varial

zone profiles are typically less then 50 m wide. A longshore bar observed from aerial

photographs was sometimes present on the outer edge of the shelf. This longshore bar

usually occurs at a depth of about 3 m, and is apparently formed by sand that has been

transported across the shelf, and deposits as a sediment drape on the nearshore face.

The bar is absent in areas where the shelf was very steep and where there is a limited

supply of sand. Kirk and Henriques (1986) described similar sediment transport

processes for an alpine lake in New Zealand, and compared the formation of the

offshore face to the forset beds of a delta.

The plunge zone and beach face are distinctive of the reflective shorelines in

Flathead Lake. Waves build quickly and collapse in a plunging action within this zone,

often resulting in the formation of a step between the shelf and plunge zones. Wave
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Figure 11.7 Reflective nearshore environment formed in glacial till and consisting

of six major components: A) foreshore, B) beach face, C) plunge zone, D) nearshore

shelf, E) longshore bar, F) nearshore face (modified from Kirk and Henriques).
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swash on the beach face commonly deposits a predominant gravel berm at the top,

which can be dominated by flat blade-shaped gravel at the point of maximum run-up.

The portion of the plunge zone which occurs below the water line is dominated by more

spherical and larger gravels (Ca. > 2.5 cm). The development of step-berm profiles and

the cross-shore grain size and shape sorting found in the plunge zone are a characteristic

dynamic behavior of gravel beaches found throughout Flathead Lake and many other

gravel beach environments. Wave energy on reflective profiles decreases from a

maximum at the break point near the step, to zero at the berm crest. Therefore wave

energy is expended by a single plunging breaker across the plunge zone over a distance

of less then 10 m. In contrast wave energy is dissipated by numerous spilling breakers

over several hundred meters of the build-up, surf and swash zones of the dissipative

nearshore systems.

Although lacking a nearshore shelf, similar reflective-type beach dynamics were

observed in Poison Bay. This bay is essentially a large, shallow kettle lake attached to a

deep glacial lake (Fig. 11.1). The shallow water (mean depth approximately 3 m) of this

bay dissipates deep water waves that enter from the main body of the lake. This pattern

of decreasing wave energy plays an important role in the distribution of sediments in the

bay (Lorang, 1984).

Dissipative versus Reflective Surf Similarity

The distinction between dissipative and reflective nearshore configurations can be

made quantitative through the use of a surf similarity parameter e given by

e = ao2/g32 (11.1)

where a is the wave amplitude near the break point, o is the incident radian wave

frequency (2ir/T; T = period), g is acceleration of gravity and
13 in this instance is the

slope of the beach face (Wright, 1979; Bowman and Goldsmith, 1983; Wright and
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Short, 1983). The surf similarity parameter is a non-dimensional formulation that

relates wave steepness to the slope of the beach face. Dissipative ocean beaches are

characterized by values of e >30 and reflective beaches with e < 10. (Wright, 1979;

Wright and Short, 1983, Bowman and Goldsmith, 1983). Dissipative nearshore

configurations for ocean settings with values ofc> 100 are generally characterized by

spilling breakers, while reflective ocean beaches with values of c < 10 are characterized

by plunging breakers. (Wright, 1979; Wright and Short, 1983, Bowman and

Goldsmith, 1983).

Dissipative nearshore configurations on Flathead Lake have average beach face

slopes of 0.03, while reflective configurations have much steeper beach face slopes of

0.25. Using averages from the wave parameters given above a = 0.5 m and T =4 sec,

the calculated surf similarity values for Flathead Lake separate the described nearshore

configurations into reflective e = 2.0 and dissipative e = 140 which compare favorably

to the ranges reported for ocean beachs (Table 1).

Table 11.1. Characteristics of dissipative and reflective nearshore configurations

described for Flathead Lake.

CHARACTERISTIC DISSIPATIVE REFLECTIVE

Surf Similarityc 140 2.0

Grain Size Fine Sands Gravel to Cobbles

Shelf Width/Slope Wide & Shallow Narrow & Steep

Shelf Morphology Multiple Bars Step-Berm Beach Face

Number of Breakers 3 or more 1

Shoreline Orientation Normal Normal & Oblique



In summary the dissipative and reflective nearshore configurations described for

Flathead Lake can be separated by the surf similarity parameter e, grain size, width and

slope of the inner-shelf, distinct morphological features, the number of breaking waves

and shoreline orientation (Table 1). The offshore occurrence of regularly spaced

multiple bars is a distinct morphological feature of dissipative systems found in Flathead

Lake (Fig. 11.6). Multiple bars are also found in other coastal settings including the

south-eastern Mediterranean, the Great Lakes and Chesapeake Bay (Saylor and Hands

1970; Bowman and Goldsmith, 1983; Dolan and Dean, 1985).

Dissipative Shorelines After Lake Level Regulation

The dissipative beach system at the north end of the lake encompasses about 9 km

of shoreline (Fig. 11.1). Before lake levels were regulated by operation of Kerr Dam,

the major landscape feature of the north shore was an accreting, sandy delta at mouth of

the Flathead River. Progradation of the delta occurred in the form of a large depositional

island and spits. Indeed the successional aspects of delta growth were evident in the

different elevations of sand spits on the east side of the river mouth: spit 1 (881.78 m),

spit 2 (880.8 m) and spit 3 at the base elevation (878.73 m) of the lakeshore (Fig. 11.8).

A broad shallow inner shelf with characteristic multiple linear bars described above

prograded lakeward, establishing this nearshore zone as a dissipative wave energy

system.

The morphology of the western side of the north shore was also partly a product

of broad deposition of fine-grained material (fine sands and silts) on a paleodelta during

a post-glacial period when the lake base level was near 884 m. During this period, the

river mouth was located on the west side of the lake some 10 km further north than at

present (Alden, 1953), evidenced by a remnant lobe of sand stretching out into the lake

and meander scars of the river on the ancient floodplain north of the lake (Fig. 11.8).
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Thus the fine-grained depositional nature of the spatially and temporally dynamic

delta front and ifs dissipative nearshore configuration predisposed the north shore to

dramatic erosion and shoreline retreat in response to wave erosion caused by the

extended full-pool regulation scheme implimented in 1938. Indeed, 970 ha of shoreline

have eroded since 1938. It is also important to consider alterations of the sediment

supply affecting the north shore, induced by dam regulation of the lake and another dam

upriver. Raising the baselevel of the lake elevates the baselevel of the river resulting in

sediment deposition upriver from the north shore. This can be expected to have reduced

the supply of delta building sediments. Additionally and in conjunction, approximately

one third of the sediment supply from the upper river basin has been removed by the

construction of Hungry Horse Dam on the South Fork of the Flathead River upsteam

from the confluence with the niainstem of the river. The net result for the north shore is

a reduction in the sediment supply which undoubtedly has had an effect on shoreline

erosion and nearshore reconfiguration. However these impacts have not been quantified

but are worth mentioning as probable important considerations.
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Figure 11.8 Map of pre-dam (1937) north shore showing the location of the recent

and paleo-delta deposits and backshore morphology. The 1982 m contour was

interpreted as a paleo-shoreline and also defined several sand spits from river deposition

during higher lake levels.
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Shoreline retreat was controlled in part by the topography of the backshore (Fig.

11.8 & 9). The third spit was completely inundated and quickly eroded, as did other

low-lying areas of the north shore. The delta island and second spit were heavily

vegetated with a mixed deciduous-coniferous forest (Stanford, 1979), and provided

more resistance to erosion. But by 1986 only a remnant of the delta island remained

(Fig.11.9). During the full-pool season of 1987 the island remnant completely eroded

into the lake.(Fig. 11.10).

Hence the most heavily eroded areas of the north shore included the delta front and

the shorelines on the east side of the river. Shoreline retreat on the west side was mainly

a result of innundation due to the natural low-sloping backshore. Shoreline retreat has

largely ceased within the last decade along the major portion of the west side, as the

characteristic zones of the dissipative system (Fig. 11.11) equilibrated relative to the

higher full-pool lake level. The shoreward portion of the varial zone revegetated with

hydrophytes in response to the extended full-pool period during which soils remain

saturated (Fig. 11.10). This marsh vegetation consists primarily of Butomus u,nbellatus,

Scirpus spp. and Typha spp. Butomus umbellatus, a successional species, sparsely

colonized the swash and surf zones, reflecting continued marsh expansion into the

stabilized dissipative wave environment.

In contrast to the equilibrated west side of the north shore,continued shoreline

erosion on the east side of the river has been measured at 5.7 ni/yr maximum and 2.0

rn/yr average between 1986 and 1987. The steep eroding inner-shore borders a low-

lying marshy backshore, but the cross-sectional profiles shows that the surf and swash

zones are missing (Fig. 11.12). The shoreline on the date of our last survey had eroded

into the paleodelta spits (profile C, Fig. 11.12) and the new marsh habitats (profile D

Fig. 11.12) created by the regulated hydrograph.
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Figure 11.9 Time-series retreat of the north shore deltaarea in response to regulated lake

levels.
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Figure 11.10 Bathymetric map of the north shore in 1987 showing the shoreline

positions at full pool and low pool as regulated by Kerr Dam and position of the multiple

bars. The marsh on the west side of the river characterizes the non-eroding portion of

the north shore. Solid lines represent the location of cross-sectional profiles (A), (B),

(C) and (D) given in figure 11.
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Time-series surveys of the varial zone showed that sediments eroded from the bank and

possibly the river, has been deposited in the form of multiple bars bordering the

retreating shoreline (within Zone III at full pool, Fig. 11.12). The presence of these

bars suggests that wave energy is sufficient to remove the supply of sediment from the

retreating shoreline, otherwise a sand beach would soon develop. In order for wave

energy and sediment supply to reach equilibrium on this shoreline, conditions that

would cause erosion to cease, we inferred that the nearshore must attain a configuration

in which the multiple bars are located offshore relative to the full-pool shoreline, as in

profiles A and B, figures 11.10 and 11.11. On this basis the eroding portion of the north

shore may retreat another 350 to 500 m, over a time period of several hundred years.

The multiple linear bars that characterize the offshore environment shoreward of

the shelf break of these dissipative systems (Figs. 11.6, 11.11, & 11.12) are clearly

visible in the 1937, 1946, 1986 and 1987 aerial photographs of the north shore. These

bars are also present on the dissipative systems in Skidoo Bay. Two sets of offshore

bars are located on the west side of the north shore (Fig. 11.11 & 11.12). The varial zone

set is exposed at low lake levels, whereas the other set is offshore during maximum

drawdown. The position of these bars has been maintained in spite of lake level

regulation. The fact that when positioned offshore, they were associated with beach

systems characterized by stable shorelines suggests that offshore bar position may relate

to the degree of equilibration between incident wave energy and nearshore

reconfiguration. It seems logical that the fluid motions which formed and maintained

these bars played a role in the dissipation of incident wave energy. However we have

not explicitly demonstrated how these bars were formed or maintained.
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Reflective Systems after Regulation

The reflective foreshore was commonly colonized with riparian vegetation. Linear

traces of concentrated fine gravels pebbles and drift wood delineated berm crests, while

lakeward steps were formed of larger gravels (Fig. 11.13) as a consequence of short-

term, wave events at various lake stages on the falling limb of the hydrograph. This

same pattern was evident within the varial zone during our study, although regulation

altered the timing of the formation of beach step-berm configurations to fall and early

winter. Continual wave erosion during the much longer full pool period following

regulation resulted in extensive foreshore and backshore erosion and loss of riparian

vegetation (Fig.11. 14).

The plunge zone and beach face components of regulated, reflective shorelines

developed either in remnant (pre-dam) foreshore gravels or in newly exposed glacial till.

In either case, wave energy was expended primarily through longshore transport of

plunge zone gravel and by reflection of wave energy lakeward over the shelf. The

dynamic gravel berrns and steps on the beach face formed natural bulkheads protecting

the backshore from wave attack propagated by extended full-pool lake levels.

Shorelines with a large plunge zone and extensive beach face developed in remnant

foreshore gravels generally did not erode significantly (<-0.5 m/yr) in response to the

regulated hydrograph. In contrast shorelines lacking plunge zone beach gravels were

directly exposed to wave attack, resulting in rapid undercutting of the backshore and

subsequent shoreline retreat at rates > -0.5 rn/yr except in areas of exposed bedrock.

Documenting this general pattern of gravel transport and wave energy reflection

was complicated by the presence of docks and seawalls associated with shoreline home

sites. Indeed except for the north shore, several islands, and very steep areas, the entire

shoreline of Flathead Lake is lined by homes and docks, retaining walls and other man-

made structures usually fronted by a scoured cobble shelf (Fig. 11.14) These structures



Figure 11.13 A 1913 photograph showing the extensive foreshore, pebble berms,

gravel steps and associated riparian vegetation of a reflective shoreline in Yellow Bay

prior to dam operation.
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Figure 11.14 The same view as Figure 11.13 in 1987 showing erosion of the varial

zone, loss of riparian vegetation and shift from pebbles to cobbles (compare the

foreground of this scene with 11.13) and interception of longshore gravel transport by

docks.
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intercept the natural supply and migration of plunge zone gravels, resulting in

accelerated, localized backshore erosion on the downdrift side and accretion of migrating

gravels on the updrift side (Fig. 11.14). Gravel deposits in dock areas are routinely

dredged, removing bedload from the reflective beach system. This has resulted in a net

loss of gravels for the entire beach compartment, and has accelerated localized erosion

(>-0.5 m/yr). Wave erosion on the east and west shorelines of Poison Bay has been

greatly influenced by structures, where erosion rates have been > -1.0 rn/yr in some

areas.

In contrast, backshore erosion has been <-0.5 rn/yr in undeveloped reflective

systems with large supplies of foreshore gravels and well-formed reflective beaches,

similar to those found before regulation (Fig. 11.13). The longest stretch of

undeveloped reflective shoreline is found on Wild Horse Island, a nature reserve and the

lake's largest island. Temporal sets of shoreline photographs show that much of the

remnant pre-dam foreshore gravel and riparian vegetation has remained on these

shorelines, strongly supporting our conclusion that the presence of structures has acted

synergistically with lake level regulation to accelerate shoreline erosion in spite of the

natural resistance of the reflective gravel beach systems. Even on stretches of

undeveloped shorelines with limited amounts of pre-dam foreshore gravels and small

beach compartments, limited backshore erosion was documented relative to developed

shorelines. Three survey transects were located at the University of Montana Biological

Station at Yellow Bay on the east shore. These transects were situated on the peninsula

of the bay where the shore is exposed to the main body of the lake and longshore

movement of gravels is unobstructed. Erosion and shoreline retreat for these profiles

during the study period has been <-0.25 rn/yr.
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SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS

We have described the nearshore environment in Flathead Lake, Montana, as

dissipative or reflective on the basis of physical structure and accommodation of wave

energy. Dissipative nearshore systems (c = 140) are generally oriented normal to the

wave approach and characterized by flne-grained sediments; wide low sloped inner-

shelves, and the presence of multiple linear bars approximately 350 m offshore. Wave

energy is dissipated across hundreds of meters of the inner-shelf by numerous spilling

breakers. Reflective nearshore systems (e = 2.0) are oriented both normal and obliquely

to the dominant wave approach, and are generally characterized by narrow, cobble-

armored nearshore shelves with steep gravel beaches and foreshores. Wave energy is

predominantly dissipated by a single plunging breaker across about 10 m of the plunge

zone.

The ability of these nearshore systems to accommodate wave energy was

demonstrated in the relative reconfiguration of the nearshore over time and in response

to lake level regulation for hydropower generation. The extended duration of full-pool

lake levels (June November) has eroded the pre-dam lake foreshore, owing to longer

than natural exposure to wave energy. Dissipative systems have been particularly

erosive and shoreline retreat has ranged from several hundred meters to over a kilometer

along the north shore of the lake. Some 970 ha of the natural depositional delta of the

Flathead River have eroded since dam operation began in 1938. We predict that

additional extensive erosion and shoreline retreat will occur within the dissipative

nearshore zones that have not equilibrated to the regulated hydrograph. The process of

equilibration may be realized in part by the presence of multiple linear bars fronting the

retreating shoreline 350 500 m offshore. Reflective systems have been more resistant

to chronic erosion (<-0.5 rn/yr) due to the development of step/berm gravel profiles in



the plunge zone beach face, buffering the backshore from wave attack. However docks

and other man-made structures have locally accelerated erosion within these beach

compartments owing to the interception of longshore gravel transport.

Recognizing the physical features of reflective and dissipative shorelines in

Flathead Lake permits inferences about the processes that determine shoreline

configuration and ecology as affected by lake level regulation. This may provide a

structural framework for the development of management strategies (Stanford, 1979;;

Fisher, 1985) that deal with the synergistic effects of man-made structures and lake level

regulation on shoreline erosion in lakes and reservoirs.
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III. CHAPTER THREE:

THE VARIABILITY OF SHORELINE EROSION AND ACCRETION WITHIN
A BEACH COMPARTMENT ON FLATHEAD LAKE, MONTANA

ABSTRACT

The longshore spatial variation in shoreline erosion and accretion has been

measured on the north shore of Flathead Lake, Montana, USA. Variability in shoreline

retreat results from three erosive processes, undercutting, endstripping and overwash.

Undercutting and endstripping occur when waves scour an exposed bank, while

overwash results when water is forced over the top of the shoreline bank or berm

Therefore shoreline elevation and morphology determine the type of erosion process,

and the rate of shoreline retreat. Localized accretion also occurred due to sediment

entrapment by drift logs bordering the shoreline. Drift logs naturally protect the

shoreline from direct wave attack and once buried, provide new recruitment area for

riparian vegetation.

INTRODUCTION

Each stretch of ocean coastline or lake shoreline uniquely responds to the physical

processes associated with erosion and accretion. A change in shoreline position is one

measurable response to these complex processes that continually shape the littoral zone.

Shoreline erosion depends on many site specific factors such as nearshore morphology,

relative changes in water levels, varying wave energies, patterns of net littoral drift,

sediment composition and grain size (Warnke et al., 1966; Sharaf El Din 1974;

Sakalowsky, 1975; Morton, 1979; Rosen, 1980; Komar and Holman 1986). Therefore

when addressing shoreline behavior it is necessary to carefully examine and identify

those components which affect the particular measured shoreline response.
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On the local scale, beach erosion and shoreline retreat are largely episodic,

corresponding to periods of intense storms. However this general association of

erosion with the energy level of waves creates an oversimplified impression of the

actual processes causing shoreline retreat (Komar and Holman 1986). Birkemeier et al.

(1987) examined 7 different ocean beach localities and 13 different storm events for a

total of 549 measured beach profile changes from the U.S. gulf and east coasts. They

found that 81 percent or 444 profiles showed a nearshore volumetric loss of sediment

when measured immediately following storms. Interestingly only 296 profiles revealed

a measured shoreline retreat, while the remaining 253 showed accretion. The study

quantitatively established that other processes beyond storm intensity affect changes in

shoreline position.

Wave action in lakes and reservoirs also causes shoreline erosion and accretion,

but it has rarely been quantified. Recognizing the physical processes which actively

determine shoreline behavior will provide a better framework to address both ecological

and management issues concerning the limnetic environment (Stanford, 1979; Fisher,

1985; Kirk and Henriques, 1986). The objective of this study was to examü

variability of shoreline behavior within a beach compartment of a large lake i

identify which processes are those that most greatly affect the measured pattt

shoreline erosion and accretion. We have concluded that three specific proc

control the longshore variability of erosion, and that drift logs play an imporl

nearshore stabilization, accretion and subsequent riparian succession.
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STUDY SITE

The study site is located on the north shore of Flathead Lake in northwestern

Montana, USA (Fig. 111.1). The site provides an excellent setting to quantitatively

examine shoreline behavior because the lake level is regulated and the wave climate

tends to be unidirectional owing to topographic channeling of the wind down the long

axis of the lake (Chapter II).

Lake level is regulated for hydropower production by Kerr Dam located 6 km

downstream from the lake outlet (Fig. 111.1). The natural lake level fluctuation has been

altered to extend the duration of the annual rise which results from spring run-off (Fig.

111.2). Not only is the duration extended, but it is also maintained at a nearly constant

full pool elevation (ca. 881.78 m). Under pre-regulation conditions, the present full

pool level was maintained only for a few days. During some years maximum lake level

was lower then present full pool (Fig. ffl.2). Moreover wave energy was randomly

distributed across the foreshore and backshore topography, depending on the timing of

lake level rise with periods of wind activity. Under the natural hydrograph, wave

erosion was never concentrated at a single elevation year after year. Under that natural

regime the north shore of Flathead Lake existed as a prograding river-dominated delta

which supported a deciduous forest, shrubs and extensive herbaceous meadows

(Stanford 1979).

Since regulation, wave energy is concentrated near the target full pool lake

elevation of 881.78 m for durations of over 100 days (Fig. ffl.2). Wave erosion occurs

on the entire lake shoreline, but erosion has been the greatest along the north shore

owing to prevailing winds and easily erodable deltaic soils (Chapter H). The varial zone

(area between
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Figure 111.1. Bathymetric map of Flathead Lake Montana showing the location of
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maximum and minimum regulated lake levels).
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maximum and minimum regulated lake levels) at the study site is extensive (ca. 128 ha),

and is bound to the east by a forested rock outcrop and to the west by the mouth of the

Flathead River (Fig. 111.3). The forested outcrop becomes an island during full pool,

whereas the full pool shoreline shown in figure 3 is flooded into riparian vegetation

forming a shoreline bank. The full pool bank lacks a fronting sand beach characteristic

of shoreline positions at lower drawdown lake levels. The forested shorelines form

vertical eroding banks composed predominantly of silt and fine sand, while the marsh

shorelines are composed of trapped drift logs, smaller woody debris and sand. Also

marsh shorelines are set back landward from forested shorelines wherever such a

transition in vegetation occurs (Fig. ffl.3). The north shore is aligned perpendicular to

a maximum 34 km of fetch (Fig. 111.1).

The varial zone is dominated by very fine sand and silt, with multiple bars

fronting the eroding shoreline. In general, itappears that as the full pool shoreline

erodes the silt is carried offshore in suspension plumes while the sand is transported to

the bars. A partial tombolo exists behind the island demonstrating wave sheltering and

the resultant depositional nature of the eastern end of the study site (Fig. ffl.3).

Storm waves are normally fetch limited with a maximum observed significant

height of 1.5 m (Chapter 11). Localized non-storm waves occur from either the west or

east, however, because of relatively severe fetch limitations associated with those

directions, the large storm waves only come from the south. Because of the relatively

small size of the lake, compared with oceans, remotely generated swell does not exist.
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Figure ffl.3. An oblique aerial photograph looking east at the study site showing
the exposed varial zone and shorelines at lake elevation of 878.9 m during March,
1987.
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The low slope of the varial zone at the study site averages 0.006 (rise over run). During

storms, the surf zone may reach widths greater than 200 m and may contain several

breaking waves, characterizing the study site as a dissipative nearshore regime (Chapter

II). During full pooi lake levels, waves break nearly continuously across the varial zone

until they impinge upon the flooded riparian shoreline. Therefore the full pool shoreline

lacks a swash zone beach face and foreshore complex typical of most oceanic beach

systems (Chapter II). This is an important aspect in terms of the nature in which the

waves interact with the shoreline. By lacking a beach face, the eroding fullpool

shoreline resembles more of a flooded coasthne, which is not typical of oceanic

environments, but quite characteristic of foreshore shorelines in reservoirs and lakes

having fluctuating water levels. The longshore variations in the nearshore morphology

and elevation, combined with a regulated full pool lake level, produce a variable

behavior in measured shoreline response to erosion processes. This variability is the

focus of this paper.

METHODS

Fourteen headstakes were established in 1986 along the full pool shoreline

between the river mouth and the forested island (Fig. ffl.4). The headstakes were

spaced at approximate 100 m intervals. Survey transects of the varial zone were then

made from ten of these headstakes following lake drawdown in the years 1987, 1988

and 1989, utilizing an auto-level and staff. During the summer full pool season of

1988, all transects were measured three times duringcalm periods following storms,

but only to a distance of 100 m offshore and water depths of about 1.5 m. Changes in

shoreline position were then determined from the survey data.
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Wind directions, speeds and durations were measured at a weather station on a 10

m tower located at the study site (Fig. ffl.4). The data reveal a strong north-south

topographic channeling of the winds shown by the wind rose inserted into figure 4.

Wind speed and duration data allowed hindcast estimates of the wave parameters

reported above, following equations given in the Shore Protection Manual SPM table

3-2, U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Station 1984.

Net drift currents were measured during storm events using powdered

fluorescence dye. The powdered dye was wrapped in cheese cloth and anchored in

several Known inshore positions. The distance, direction and time-interval over which

the dye plumes traveled were recorded. The drift velocities were found to be low,

averaging about 2 cm/sec. Numerous visual and photographic observations were made

of wave/shoreline, interactions which were used to help describe the processes that

caused the measured shoreline changes.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Measurements of shoreline position reveal a longshore variation in net shoreline

change from year to year (Fig. 111.5). Quite dramatic variations in shoreline behavior

were separated by longshore distances of only 100 to 200 m (Fig. 111.5). For example,

continual net shoreline retreat -1 rn/yr to -2.5 rn/yr was measured at headstake C, while

only 200 m away at headstake E net accretion 0.5 rn/yr to +1 rn/yr occurred.

Combined with the wide spatial variation, large annual changes between erosion and

accretion were also measured at single headstake locations. At headstakes H and K

shoreline erosion was measured between 1987 and 1988, followed by accretion

between 1988 and 1989 (Fig. 111.5).
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Shorter term variations in net shoreline change were measured during the 1988

full pooi season (Fig. 111.6). Similar to the annual measurements (Fig. ffl.5), wide

spatial variability of erosion and accretion occurred between headstakes separated by

only a few hundred meters. The most dramatic variation between erosion and accretion

was measured at headstake B (Fig.ffl 6). Initially 4 m of shoreline retreat was

measured which was subsequently followed by 6 m of accretion (Figs. 111.6 & 111.7).

Volumetric changes in the nearshore profile at headstake B occurred as did variations in

the shoreline position (Fig. 111.7). These dramatic changes in shoreline position are

most likely related to fluctuations in sediment entrapment by drift logs bordering the

shoreline.

The dye plumes which traced drift currents within the barred inshore area revealed

a consistent pattern of net drift in a cross-shore direction from troughs to the bar crests.

The dye plumes would then travel alongshore in association with the bar crests. More

data are required to make any definitive estimates of volumetric sediment transport

associated with these measured current patterns. However it seems clear from the

changes in the barred profiles (Fig. 111.7) that sediment transport by wave induced

currents must play a role in the measured nearshore volumetric fluctuations of the bars.

Fluid motions associated with standing cross-shore wave patterns and consistent

with the observed patterns of plume movement have been sited by many authors (Short,

1975; Nilsson, 1979; Suhayada, 1979; Bowen 1980) as mechanisms of sediment

transport in the formation of multiple bars. It is beyond the scope of this paper to

address these fluid motions, but it is worth mentioning in light of the volumethc profile

changes and patterns of drift currents measured at the study site. The focus of this

paper remains the effects of gross wave/shoreline interactions on the variability of

shoreline erosion, which are more closely related to changes in shoreline elevation and

morphology.
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As discussed above, the full pooi shoreline bank or berm within the study site is

not uniform in elevation or morphology. Forested stretches of shoreline are higher in

elevation then the shoreline berm of the marsh sections. Also transitional shorelines

where vegetation changed from forest to marsh are offset relative to each other, forming

a shoreline discontinuity (Fig. ffl.3 & ffl.4). These differences in shoreline

morphology and elevation cause three separate modes of wave/shoreline interactions:

undercutting, endstripping and overwash (Fig. 111.8). Each of these modes results in

different rates of shoreline retreat which influence the spatial variations in measured

shoreline change.

UNDERCUTTING

Undercutting dominates as an erosion process along forested banks with

elevations above the full pool lake level. This wave erosion process resulted in average

retreat rates of less then -1 rn/yr but retreat due to undercutting was highly variable. For

example the comparatively high elevation shoreline (881.83 m) at headstake F was

resistant to erosion and retreated only about I m between 1987 and 1988. On the other

hand, the forested bank at headstake G (882.04 m) retreated 3 m between 1988 and

1989 (Fig. 111.5). This variability in shoreline retreat of the forested shorelines was

primarily a result of undercutting and associated sporadic slumping of the bank.

Sporadic slumping explains the 3 m shoreline retreat measured at headstake G between

1988 and 1989 relative to the zero net erosion measured between 1987 and 1988 (Fig.

111.5). Waves most likely were continuously undercutting the bank while the top

vegetated portion maintained a degree of stability until slumping occurred. This

accounts for the measured temporal variation in shoreline retreat.
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Slumping and subsequent shoreline retreat typically occurred during storms.

However it is important to note that undercutting occurred even during minor wave

events which predisposed the banks to slumping and subsequent dramatic shoreline

retreat during storms. Quite often the high winds associated with storm events simply

blew down the trees of undercut banks as opposed to waves preforming the final act of

scouring from beneath.

ENDSTRIPPING

The process of endstripping, illustrated in figure 111.9, results in the most rapid

shoreline retreat (rates. > 5 nVyr.). Erosion is concentrated at the location of an offset

or discontinuity in the shoreline, and is similar to "flanking" or scour commonly

associated with the end effects near sea walls. Waves wrap around the shoreline

discontinuity where one portion of the shoreline is set back from the other rapidly

gouging out the bank (Fig. 111.9). This process occurs at the river mouth and at

shoreline positions where vegetation changes from forest to marsh. These transitional

shorelines are marked by the marsh being set back from the forest, and an elevation

change from the high forested shorelines to the low lying marsh. Thus, endstripping

contributed to the measured longshore variability in shoreline behavior, which was

directly related to shoreline morphology and elevation.
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Figure ffl.9 Endstripping processes in response to a discontinuous portion of
shoreline resulting in localized rapid shoreline retreat Arrows show wave refraction as
the crest approaches the shoreline.



OVERWASH

Overwash occurs together with undercutting as combined erosion processes along

forested shoreline banks with elevations very near full pool lake levels (e.g. headstakes

A,C,K &L (locations given in Fig. 111.4)). When a wave overwashes the shoreline

bank during a storm it strips the backshore vegetation (Fig. 111.10), while at the same

time undercutting from beneath. In this situation, the process of wave overwash is

different than illustrated in figure 111.9 in that the main effect is from waves stripping the

vegetation, and thereby reducing the resistance to further erosion. Overwash of the

berm along the marsh shoreline does behave in a more normal manner, by eroding

material from the lakeward side and depositing it landward as a depositional fan,

thereby causing the berm of the marsh shoreline to retreat.

The combination of overwash and undercutting resulted in the rapid rate -1.0 to -

2.5 rn/yr of shoreline retreat measured at headstakes K & L (1ig. ffl.5 & ffl.6). During

wave breaking both momentum and water are transfened shoreward, producing

elevated water levels at the shoreline, termed respectively set-up and storm surge

(Komar and Holman 1986). Guza and Thorton (1981) found that maximum set-up at

the shoreline is approximately O.17*Hs, where Hs is the significant wave height.

Therefore during storms in Flathead Lake, lake levels along the shoreline are elevated

by as much as 25 cm, adding to the likelihood and intensity of overwash. Oceanic

overwash processes also result from such short-term elevated sea levels and likewise

cause shoreline erosion (Leatherman 1981).
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Figure 111.10. Example of stripping of vegetation by overwash. Location is near
headstake L. Notice the lack ofa beach separating the backshore from the lake which is
typical of the full pool shoreline at the study site.
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The degree or intensity of overwash tended to also vary alongshore by

concentrating in specific localities, and producing distinct washover fans composed

mainly of debris and sand eroded from the lakeward side of the sand berm shoreline,

and canied landward by the overwash surge (Fig. 111.11). Other authors have also

attributed longshore variability in shoreline retreat to the distribution of overwash fans

(Clymo, 1967; Hubbard, 1977; Dolan, et aL 1979; Nichols et aL, 1988). In our study

these localized areas were reoccupied repeatedly by overwash during successive storm

cycles and over several full pool seasons causing extensive retreat of the marsh

shoreline in those localized areas (Fig. ffl.l 1).

The intensity of overwash and accompanying shoreline retreat varied alongshore

as a function of the immediate nearshore and shoreline elevation. The retreating marsh

shoreline at headstake J was characterized by an approximately 0.5 m lower nearshore

and shoreline elevation then the more stable marsh shoreline represented by headstake

M profiles (Fig. 111.12). The deeper water associated with the lower nearshore

elevation of Profile J (Fig. ffl.12) allowed larger waves to reach the marsh shoreline,

increasing the intensity of overwash compared with the shoreline at headstake M.

Because of the higher elevation of the immediate nearshore and berm, the marsh

shoreline near headstake M experienced less intense overwash, and the measured

shoreline retreat was zero (Fig. 111.6 & ffl.12). Likewise the shoreline and nearshore at

headstake N, which were at a similar elevation as M, showed both a stable and accreting

shoreline behavior (Fig. 111.6). Both headstakes M and N are located in the eastern

portion of the study site which was typified by tombolo deposition in response to wave

sheltering from the rock outcrop island. (Fig. ffl.3 and ffl.4). Clearly a difference in

shoreline and nearshore elevation had the effect of reducing overwash intensity, thereby

resulting in stable shorelines
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Figure 111.11. An overwash fan deposit during low pool near headstake J, May
1987 (top). Re-occupation of the same location and resultant shoreline retreat due to
overwash July 1988 (bottom).
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The lakeward portion of the shoreline berm, as well as the multiple bars, seemed

to alternate between erosion and accretion (Fig. ifi. 12). In all of the profiles (Fig.

ffl.4), volumetric fluctuations occurred within the bars bordering the shoreline (Fig.

111.7 & 111.12). However similar to the findings from the study of Birkemeier (1987),

both accretional and erosional changes in shoreline behavior occurred. Therefore the

variability of shoreline erosion as measured may be more closely related to the three

processes of wave shoreline interaction presented herein, rather then the sediment

transport/deposition processes associated with the bars.

THE ROLE OF DRIFT LOGS

Shoreline accretion also contributed to the measured longshore variability of

shoreline behavior. Much of the measured accretion between years (Fig. 111.5)

occurred in areas where large accumulations of drift logs trapped wind blow sand from

the exposed varial zone during low pool lake levels (Fig. ffl.13). If wave action during

the full pool season did not completely remove this eolian deposit, then the buried drift

logs provide new recruitment area for riparian vegetation. Indeed a lakeward collection

of recent log debris fronted a zone of new vegetation growing on sand trapped by the

partially buried logs from a previous debris front (Fig.ffl.13). A succession of trapped

drift logs over the years may stabilize a shoreline, sometimes leading to accretion

(Terich and Mime, 1977; Stembridge, 1979; Komar, 1983).

Drift logs were also observed embedded in exposed sections of the eroding forested shoreline

during lake drawdown. Much of the present full pool shoreline in the study area was formed

during higher stands of the post-glacial period of Flathead Lake (Chapter 11). Presumably drift

logs were an active component in the paleo accretion of the shoreline. Driftwood not only

provides beach stability, but more importantly contributes moisture and nutrients necessary for



Figure ffl.13. North shore of Flathead Lake looking west from headstake C (see
fig. ffl.4). Sand has accreted around a sequential collection of drift logs due to eolian
transport. Note the landward collection of recent drift log debris fronting a zone of new
vegetation growing in sand trapped by the partially buried logs from a previous debris
front.
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the establishment of colonizing plants (Stembridge 1979). Thus drift logs may act as a

passive natural stabilizing component in many coastal environments, and also provide

valuable recruitment habitat important to shoreline ecology.

CONCLUSIONS

The regulation of lake levels in Flathead Lake has resulted in extensive wave-

induced erosion of the north shore. Although there was a measured net erosion the

shoreline did not retreat everywhere, but varied considerably between erosion and

accretion. Longshore variability between shoreline erosion and accretion occurred on

annual time scales as well as shorter time scales associated with storm cycles. Three

erosive processes were involved in the wave-shoreline interaction: undercutting,

endstripping and overwash. These three processes, acting separately and

synergistically, caused the measured longshore variability in shoreline erosion.

Shoreline bank or berm elevation and morphology were the main factors which

determined the type of erosive process. A 0.5 m difference in shoreline and nearshore

elevation separated the higher and more stable marsh shorelines from the lower

retreating ones. This was attributed to more intense overwash corresponding with the

deeper water of the lower nearshore elevations.

Shoreline accretion occurred in association with drift logs, which trapped sand

transported by both wave and eolian processes. New recruitment of sand and drift logs

allowed colonization by riparian vegetation, and thereby played an important role in the

shoreline ecology of this nearshore limnetic environment.
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IV. CHAPTER FOUR:

LAKE LEVEL REGULATION AND SHORELINE EROSION IN
FLATHEAD LAKE, MONTANA: A TEST OF THE BRUUN RULE

ABSTRACT

Concern regarding increased coastal erosion has heightened amid growing

acceptance of global warming and associated sea-level rise. This study examines

shoreline erosion in Flathead Lake, Montana, due to five decades of artificially elevated

lake levels, as a model to investigate coastal erosion associated with sea-level rise. The

natural water level fluctuation in Flathead Lake is regulated with a dam, which has

elevated the entire annual fluctuation approximately 0.7 m on average. The annual rise

in lake level is held for an extended duration at a regulated "full pool" level which is

approximately 3 m above its natural base elevation, and the total transgression time for a

complete cycle of lake level change has been increased from 100 days to over 300 days.

Alteration of lake level fluctuation has resulted in a transfer of annual wave energy from

base elevations corresponding to the pre-dam nearshore shelf, to those corresponding

with the limnetic foreshore environment, thereby inducing lake-wide erosion. The most

extensive erosion has occurred along the low-lying dissipative north shore of the lake.

Measured shoreline retreat along the north shore is compared to the retreat predicted by

the Bruun Rule. The Bruun Rule under-predicts the actual measured shoreline retreat by

as much as an order of magnitude. The redistribution of annual wave energy due to

regulated lake level fluctuation is the main factor contributing to erosion, a factor that is

not accounted for by the Bruun Rule. Therefore the redistribution of annual incident

wave energy is examined in terms of an increased transgression time, a reduced range in

lake level fluctuation, and an elevated lake level. Both transgression time and range in



water level fluctuation affect the distribution of incident wave energy and were found to

be more important to shoreline erosion than an elevated water level. An alternative

regulation scheme incorporating both concerns for hydropower production and lake

regulation is proposed and examined in terms of reducing erosion. Altering the

transgression time of lake level fluctuation by changing the timing and increasing the rate

of lake level drawdown, results in a significant reduction in the amount of annual wave

energy that reaches the eroding full pool shoreline, thereby reducing the potential for

lake-wide shoreline erosion. A lowered regulated full pool lake level would decrease the

intensity of overwash further reducing shoreline retreat related to that process of

erosion.

INTRODUCTION

Predictions of the expected rate of sea-level rise, associated with greenhouse

warming, range between 2.8 and 30 mm/year (Komar et al. 1991). Regardless of the

actual rate of sea-level rise, the potential for increased shoreline erosion remains,

especially to low lying coastal areas and shorelines where crustal subsidence adds to the

local relative rise in sea-level. Short term fluctuations in water level also represent a

significant threat in terms of shoreline erosion. Oceans typically experience annual sea-

level fluctuations produced by a variety of processes; changes in local water

temperature, variations in strengths of coastal currents, atmospheric pressures and

winds. The occurrence of storms during these short periods of elevated sea-level may

cause substantially more erosion than can be attributed to the long-term global increase.

For example, short-term sea-level rise associated with the 1982-83 El Niño caused

significant beach erosion along the west coast of the United States (Komar 1986).

Water level fluctuations and associated shoreline erosion are not limited to the

ocean, as significant changes can also occur in lakes. Water levels in the Great Lakes



fluctuate due to climatic variations over periods of 10 to 15 years, the magnitude of

water-level change being much greater than those in the ocean (Hands, 1983). These

decade-long water level fluctuations have increased wave energy that reaches the upper

levels of the foreshore, resulting in periods of major shoreline erosion. The Great Lakes

also have annual lake level cycles which can combine with the longer-term decade cycles

to further enhance shoreline erosion (Hands, 1980, 1983).

Many other lakes undergo annual water level fluctuations owing to the seasonal

hydrology of the catcbment. These seasonal lake level fluctuations can result in distinct

nearshore configurations which accommodate incident wave energy in a manner that

typically does not result in shoreline erosion (Chapter II). Under natural conditions

wave action reworks the foreshore during the short term seasonal rise in lake level.

Annual variations in amplitude and transgression time limit the concentration of wave

energy and hence the associated shoreline erosion. When lake level returns to its base

elevation wave action is dissipated across the nearshore shelf. This natural condition is

upset in lakes when water levels are regulated by dams. Nearly every major river

drainage in North America is regulated by a dam, indicating the potentially widespread

occurrence of related shoreline erosion.

The distribution of wave energy at various lake levels is an important factor in

understanding shoreline erosion in Flathead Lake, and is also a factor for ocean

shorelines when considering erosion due to sea-level rise. Over the long time periods

associated with predicted sea-level rise, coastlines with a narrow tidal range have a

greater portion of wave energy distributed at higher tidal levels where significant

shoreline erosion is likely to occur. Consequently a coast having a narrow tidal range

may experience greater erosion than another coast dominated by a broad tidal range,

given similar relative changes in sea-level.
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This study examines shoreline erosion in response to lake level regulation of

Flathead Lake, Montana (Fig. IV. 1). Natural fluctuations in seasonal water levels have

been altered for hydropower production by construction of a dam downstream from the

outlet sill. Shoreline erosion has been most extensive along the north shore due to the

low slope of the foreshore, and backshore combined with fact that the prevailing wind

direction is along the length of the lake, thereby exposing the north shore to the

maximum fetch (Chapter II). There are two principal objectives of this paper. The first

is to compare Bruun Rule predictions of shoreline retreat to measured values. The

second is to examine shoreline erosion by quantifying how the regulation of lake levels

has redistributed annual incident wave energy across the foreshore, and thereby induced

the shoreline retreat. An alternative regulation scheme is then examined that incorporates

a shorter transgression time, a greater range in water level fluctuation and a lower

maximum lake level, in order to redistribute wave energy in a more natural manner,

thereby reducing shoreline erosion lake-wide.

LAKE LEVELS AND SHORELINE EROSION

Flathead Lake is a natural lake formed by Pleistocene glaciation. The lake is

bounded to the east by the steep face Mission Range rising approximately 1200 m above

the lake, and to the west by the Salish Range rising 750 m. The lake has an area of 496

km2, width of 24 km and maximum length of 45 km. The maximum depth is 115 m,

the mean is 52 m. The minimum lake elevation is determined by a bedrock sill in the

outlet. The Flathead River enters the lake at its north end and exits in the south (Fig.

IV. 1). Erosion within the 18,372 km2 catchment has supplied sediment to the north

shore of the lake and built out a delta until lake level regulation induced shoreline

erosion. The north shore is characterized as a broad, shallow, fine grained, dissipative



nearshore system in which the surf zone width can exceed 200 m during storms

(Chapter II).

Winds on Flathead Lake, associated with the passage of meteorological

depressions, follow topographic channeling between the two mountain ranges and

therefore are dominantly north or south. The winds vary seasonally with the strongest

occurring during the fall and winter months, corresponding to cold fronts dropping

down from higher latitudes. Wind direction also has a general seasonal variation with

winds blowing more frequently from the north during the winter and from the south

during the summer. However these general seasonal wind patterns do not always hold,

as strong winds do come out of the south during winter and likewise from the north in

the summer, The north shore is exposed to wave action developed predominantly from

winds Out of the south, but with some contribution from the east and west. Storm

waves are usually fetch-limited with significant heights normally ranging between 0.75

m and 1.25 m, and periods between 3.5 to 4.5 seconds (Chapter II). The southerly

wave climate is also normally incident to the north shore.

Natural fluctuations in seasonal water levels have been regulated for five decades

by Kerr Dam located 6 km below the lake outlet (Fig. IV.1). The dam regulates the top

3 m of the lake between a full pool elevation of 881.78 m and a maximum drawdown

elevation of 878.73 m (Fig. IV.2). The nearshore area between the regulated lake

elevations is referred to as the varial zone. Lake level data are collected by the U.S.

Geological Survey (USGS) at their north shore recording station (Fig. P1.1). With

dam regulation, Flathead Lake does not reach elevations as high or as low as it did

naturally (Fig. P1.2). However, the regulated full pool lake level is approximately 0.7

m higher than the average natural lake level rise, and it is this elevated lake level

difference that will be used later in the Bruun Rule analysis. Dam regulation has

lengthened the transgression time of the lake level fluctuation as compared to the natural
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regime (Fig. IV.2); under natural conditions the lake rose and fell above base elevation

over a period of 100 days, while the transgression time for a complete cycle with

regulation takes approximately 300 days. Regulation of natural water level fluctuations

in Flathead Lake results in a situation where the foreshore and backshore environments

receive more wave energy concentrated over a narrower range in water levels then

formerly under natural conditions. This change in the distribution of wave energy has

induced dramatic shoreline retreat due to wave erosion (Fig. P1.3).

Immediately following the onset of dam operation in 1938, significant shoreline

erosion began lake-wide, with the erosion being most extensive along the north shore

(Chapter II). Shoreline retreat between 1937 and 1946 was due mainly to inundation of

the varial zone (Fig. P1.3), coupled with wave erosion of the backshore at or above the

regulated full pool lake level. Shoreline retreat, determined from aerial photographs, has

steadily decreased from 1946 to 1986 (Fig. P1.3). It is interesting to note that shoreline

retreat was initially the most rapid on the west side of the north shore, where it has

subsequently decreased to zero, while the eastern half of the north shore initially eroded

more slowly but continues to retreat today (Fig. P1.3). This contrast is due primarily to

the topographic differences between the two areas.

The west side was essentially a featureless low sloping backshore that was mainly

inundated with minor erosion of local topographic highs. Most of the river delta and

eastern side of the north shore were characterized by higher elevations and forested

backshore vegetation (Chapter II). These forested backshore areas of the delta and east

side offered more resistance to wave erosion then did the low lying herbaceous

meadows of the west side. Hence initial shoreline retreat was slower than that of the

west side (Fig. IV.3). The historical rate of lineal shoreline retreat (i.e. 1937 to 1987)

was calculated by overlaying shoreline positions determined from aerial photographs

onto 20 survey transect lines covering the north shore (Fig. P1.4). Shoreline retreat
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between 1987 and 1989 was determined from survey transects measured from the same

20 established headstakes. This analysis shows clearly that the rate of shoreline retreat

due to wave erosion has significantly decreased on the east side during the five decades

of regulated lake levels and has ceased on the west side (Fig. IV.5). The decrease in the

rate of shoreline retreat must be related to a similar decrease in the amount of incident

wave energy that presently reaches the shoreline. As the varialzone expands due to

shoreline recession, the distance over which wave breaking occurs also increases.

Subsequently the erosion rate must have slowed due to increased energy dissipation by

wave breaking across the expanding varial zone. This implies that an equilibrium profile

has progressively developed, and also indicates a response time of greater then fifty

years.

There are several lines of evidence to indicate that the western side of the north

shore has reached equilibrium in terms of shoreline retreat. First of all, field

measurements show zero shoreline retreat (Fig. IV.5 headstakes 1,2,3 & 4) and erosion

is not visually apparent (i.e. slumping vegetation and undercut banks). Secondly the

majority of the west side of the north shore is fronted by a marsh (Fig. IV.4) which

provides indirect evidence for shoreline equilibrium. The marsh began to develop by the

second decade of lake level regulation, and has since expanded some 200 m lakeward

across much of the west side of the north shore (Fig. W.4). The varial zone lakeward

of the marsh exists at an average slope of 0.0034 as measured from survey transects,

which is taken to represent an equilibrium slope (Chapter II). This low slope of the

varial zone, combined with a lack of measured shoreline retreat and a lakeward

expanding marsh, all support a conclusion that this portion of the north shore has

reached equilibrium in terms of shoreline retreat. It should be noted, however, that the

thin peninsula on the west side of the river mouth is still rapidly eroding in response to

endstripping by riverine processes combined with wave action.
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In summary regulation of lake levels initially induced erosion along the full length of the

north shore. During the five decades of regulated lake levels, the western portion of the

north shore has reached equilibrium and is no longer eroding. The eastern side

continues to erode, but the rate of shoreline retreat has slowed significantly due to

increased wave energy dissipation across the expanding vaiial zone. Shoreline retreat

clearly has been in response to dam regulation altering natural patterns of lake level

fluctuation.

COMPARISONS WITH BRUUN RULE PREDICTIONS

The best known model relating shoreline retreat to an elevated sea-level is that

proposed by Bruun (1962), which remains today as the most widely used model

(Komar et al. 1991). This model, termed the Bruun Rule by Schwartz (1967), assumes

that with a rise in sea-level the nearshore equilibrium slope consisting of the beach and

shallow offshore, moves upward and Iandward. In the process of this landward

translation, sediment eroded from the backshore is moved offshore to maintain a

constant depth over the immediate nearshore slope relative to the rise in sea-level,

resulting in a two-dimensional cross-shore conservation of sediment. In Flathead Lake

the regulated full pool lake level is held approximately 0.7 m above the natural average

maximum lake level, and therefore a comparison can be made between the actual

measured retreat distance for each profile across the north shore (Fig. 4) and that

predicted by the Bruun Rule.

Bruun (1983, 1988) re-derived the basic relationship for shoreline retreat, R, due

to an increase in sea-level, S
L

R (B+h)5 (P1.1)

where h is the offshore closure depth, L is the distance from the defined shoreline

position to h, both of which define the average nearshore equilibrium slope, and B is a
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vertical dimension which defines the berm height or other elevation estimate of the

eroded area. In applying equation (1), a consideration can be made for the amount of

material from the eroded backshore that is coarse enough to stay in the nearshore by

multiplying B by a factor representative of such coarse material. This would require

more shoreline retreat (i.e. a larger R value) to maintain cross-shore continuity.

If one ignores the backshore topography B, then equation (1) reduces to

R= S
tanO (IV.2)

It is important to keep in mind that the nearshore equilibrium slope (tanO = h*/L)

encompasses any nearshore profile one might measure. The underlying concept is that

the profile can change relative to variations in wave climate, yet the overall nearshore

slope does not change. Equations (1) and (2) are know collectively as the Bruun Rule

and are those used in the following comparison with measured shoreline retreat.

The nearshore equilibrium slope was determined to be approximately 0.0034

(Chapter II) so this value was used for tanO. The difference between the regulated full

pool lake elevation and the average natural maximum lake fluctuation is approximately

0.7 m, and S is accordingly taken as 0.7 m. The maximum height of the eroded

backshore area B is approximately 3 m. With these values the predicted retreat, R for

equation (1) equals 79 m and R for equation (2) equals 205 m. The actual measured

retreat distance for each profile was then subtracted from the Bruun predictions resulting

in difference values where negative numbers represent under-prediction and positive

values occur for over-prediction (Fig. IV.6). The Bruun Rule, equations (1) and (2)

under-predicted shoreline retreat by a factor of 5 to 3 respectively for the west and east

sides of the north shore, and by an order of magnitude near the river mouth (Fig. P1.6).

Because the predicted value R depends solely on the chosen representative

nearshore equilibrium slope and height of the backshore topography it is simply a
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solution to a geometric problem. The Bruun Rule does not take into consideration

processes of shoreline erosion, therefore it is not surprising that the geometric prediction

does not match the actual measured retreat. It is apparent then that more factors are

involved in shoreline erosion and retreat than a simple elevation of water level, and that

the Bruun Rule should only be used as a first order prediction of possible shoreline

retreat resulting from elevated sea levels.

Shoreline erosion results from an integration of many processes unique to each

individual beach compartment, and most processes are driven by wave energy. An

increase in water level will transfer more wave energy shoreward, inducing shoreline

erosion, yet it is not entirely clear if the beach response depends more on the total

magnitude of sea-level rise than on the transgression time. Probably both factors play

significant roles (Dubios, 1973; Rosen 1978; Weishar and Wood, 1983; Woodand

Weishar, 1984; Komar and Enfield 1987; Komaret al. 1991). There are many time

scales of water level changes and transgression times occurring in both lakes and the

ocean. Commonly used models for the prediction of shoreline retreat focus mainly, if

not solely, on the magnitude of the elevated water level (Komar et al. 1991). However

of equal importance may be the transgression time and total amplitude range of short

term fluctuations (Komar and Endfleld, 1987). This importance arises because it is the

timing of water level fluctuation with storm events that essentially controls the

distribution of wave energy in the nearshore environment.

Prior to dam regulation the north shore existed for thousands of years as a

prograding river delta relative to a broad range in lake levels, and more importantly, the

natural distribution of wave energy. The following sections will examine what effect

altering the transgression time and range in water level fluctuation has had upon the

distribution of wave energy. First the natural distribution of wave energy will be

compared with that of the regulated regime. We will then examine an alternate



regulation scheme designed to decrease the rate of shoreline erosion by reducing the total

amount of annual incident wave energy that can reach the present full pool shoreline.

An annual wave energy model was developed in order to compare the natural and

regulated hydrographs in terms of wave energy distribution.

WAVE ENERGY MODEL

In order to calculate an estimate of annual wave energy it is necessary to determine

representative parameters of wave height and period. To accomplish this we made

wavecast estimates from wind data (table 1). Daily wind data have been collected since

1987 from ten meter towers located on the north shore and at Yellow Bay point, on the

east shore of the lake (Fig. IV. 1). A representative annual wind record was compiled

from several years utilizing both stations. Wind data for the month of May were not

available from the north shore weather station, so that data were derived from the

weather Station located on the east shore at Yellow Bay (Fig. W.1). The north shore

tower is the best location for hindcasting north shore incident wave energy. However

data collected at either location generally represent the wind climate for the lake,

especially when concerned with storm events which tend to encompass the whole lake.

TABLE N.1 Wind data for the wave energy model

Month Location Sample Interval Report Interval Year
JAN N.SHOR} 15 mm 4 hr 1991
FEB N.SHOR} l5min 41w 1991

MARCH N.SHOR} 15 miii 4 hr 1991
APRIL N. SHOR} 15 miii 4 hr 1991MAY Y.BAY 15 miii 4hr 1987

- JUNE N.SHOR} 1 miii /5 miii 15 mm /1 hr 1990/88
JULY N.SHOR} 5 mm 1 hr 1988
AUG N. SHOR} 1 mm 15 miii 1990
SEPT N.SHOR} 1 miii 15 miii 1990
OCT N.SHOR} l5min 41w 1990NOV N.SHOR} 15 min 4 hr 1990
DEC N.SHOR1 5 miii /15 mm 1 hr / 4 hr 1989 /90
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The fetch must be determined in order to calculate representative statistical

parameters of wave height and period incident to the north shore. To do this, the lake

was divided into four sectors; north (2900 700), east (71° - 140°), south (141° -

2400) and west (241° - 2890). The exposure of the shoreline at the north shore study

site (Fig. lv. 1), combined with the morphology of the lake, was used to determine the

sectors (Fig. P1.7 insert). An average fetch value was then measured from a map to

represent each sector: north (0 km), east (2 km), south (33 km) and west (6.5 km). The

following hindcast procedure used to develop the annual wave energy model follows

techniques presented in the Corps of Engineers Shore Protection Manual (SPM).

The average wind speeds U(10) were first converted to a wind stress factor UA,

UA = 0.71 (Rt * U(10))123 (IV.3)

where U(10) is the average wind speed recorded, Rt is an air-sea stability correction

factor of 1.1, when the temperature difference between the air and water is not known,

resulting in a conservative estimate oftrue wind stress. Significant wave height was

then calculated and converted to the root mean square height (Hr),

Hrms = ((3.6 * 10) * UA * F°5) (P1.4)

where F is the fetch. H is the statistical parameter that best represents the wave

energy spectrum (Komar 1976). The peak wave period (Tn) was calcuL

T = 6.238 * i0 (UA * F)°33

Wave energy (E) was calculated with the general expression

E = 1/8pgH52

where p is the density of fresh water and g is the acceleration of gravity

energy or wave power (P) is important,

P = ECg

where Cg is the deep water wave group velocity calculated with

Cg 0.5(g/2ir) * T1,
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Wind data recorded every 15 and 60 minutes (Table IV. 1) were averaged over

four hour intervals to correspond with the remaining data set and then the above

calculations were compiled. The wave power estimates for each four hour interval were

then multiplied by that duration, resulting in total incident wave energy during each four

hour interval over an entire year. Wave power multiplied by time equals the total wave

energy delivered to the shoreline, the quantity of particular interest in this study of

shoreline erosion. The total annual wave energy calculated in this manner is 9.6 x i06

joules/m.

The predicted average for the wave analysis is 0.25 m with a maximum of 2

m (Fig. P1.8 top). The annual distribution of wave height (Fig. P1.8 top) incorporates

fetch and wind speed following equations (P1.3) and (IV.4). Predicted wave heights

commonly reached 1 m with the highest waves occurring in the fall and winter,

corresponding to periods of stronger winds (Fig. P1.8 top). Storms with similar wave

heights but of longer durations resulted in more total incident energy delivered to the

north shore (note the reversals of peaks occurring at days 290 and 315 for both graphs,

Fig. P1.8). Therefore the annual wave energy model includes the naturally occurring

trade-offs between fetch, wind speed, duration and frequency of storm events, as well

as calm periods and seasonal variance. These variables incorporated in the annual wave

energy model are expressed in the distribution of annual wave energy (Fig. IV. 8

bottom).

The above wave energy analysis is simply a representation of an annual

distribution for the the north shore of Flathead Lake relative to the time interval of data

collection (Table P1.1). It was derived from actual measurements so that it would reflect

natural annual fluctuations of wind speed, direction and storm duration. The

distribution and storm intensity would be certainly different for another span of time, but
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the model used should be representative of annual variations. However the important

and most relevant aspect is how the annual energy is distributed relative to the

fluctuation of lake level.

LAKE LEVELS AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF WAVE ENERGY

Representative hydrographs have been compiled from existing lake-level data (Fig.

IV.9 top). The regulated regime was averaged from daily lake level data over the years

1987-90, corresponding to the time period over which the wind data were collected.

The natural regime was averaged from daily available data over the years 1930 to 1937.

Natural lake level fluctuation depended on the amount of snow pack in the catchment

and the timing of release, which resulted in a continual rise and fall back to base

elevations (Fig. P1.9 top). A constant lake level was only maintained at the base

elevations around 878.5 m, never during the annual fluctuation (Fig. P1.9 top).

Consequently wave energy was concentrated around this natural base elevation (Fig.

IV.9 bottom), which formed the pre-dam equilibrated nearshore shelf.

In order to improve hydropower generation, water from the spring run-off causing

the annual lake level rise is retained at a maximum regulated full pool lake level of

881.78 m, resulting in a significantly different hydrograph than the natural one (Fig. IV.

9 top). The main differences are that the peak elevation of the regulated regime is

higher, by about 0.7 m and of longer duration than the natural. Also the transgression

time has been extended and the range in water level fluctuation is less by approximately

0.5 m. These differences in the natural lake level regime resulted in a correspondingly

different distribution of annual incident wave energy (Fig. IV.9 bottom).

The natural fluctuation in lake level resulted in the distribution of 8.0 x 106

joules/m or 83 % of the total amount of annual wave energy, below elevations of 879 m
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Figure W.9 Comparison of an average natural hydrograph (1930 to 1937) and an
average regulated hydrograph (1987 to 1990) (top) and the corresponding distribution of
annual incident wave energy summed over 1 m intervals between lake elevations of 877
and 883 m (bottom).
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(Fig. JV.9 bottom). Distribution of the majority of the annual wave energy below this

elevation is what developed the pre-dam dissipative nearshore shelf. The remaining

wave energy was then randomly distributed across the limnetic foreshore environment

during the annual fluctuation of lake level above the base elevation. It is important to

remember that under these conditions the north shore was expanding into the lake as

opposed to eroding. Therefore energy distributed above the naturalcurve (Fig.IV.9

bottom), due to dam regulation, represents thatamount of energy responsible for the

measured shoreline erosion. Under natural conditions annual lake level fluctuation was

quite variable in terms of maximum elevation and transgression time (Fig. P1.2).

Coupled with a variable annual lake fluctuation was the timing of storm events, which

together resulted in a random distribution of wave energy across the foreshore from year

to year. By not concentrating wave energy at any specific foreshore elevation, the

whole delta nearshore system was able to prograde out into the lake.

In contrast the regulated regime (Fig. P1.9 top) resulted in a transfer of the annual

wave energy from the natural base elevations of 878.5 m, to elevations corresponding

with the limnetic foreshore environment (Fig. P1.9 bottom). The extended duration of

the annual peak in lake level rise, combined with a rate of lake drawdown that is much

slower then the natural rate, resulted in wave energy from fall and winter storms being

transferred to these higher elevations. Maintaining a regulated full pool lake level results

in a concentration of wave energy at that elevation, represented by a peak in the annual

wave energy distribution curve (Fig. P1.9 bottom). The difference in the distribution of

energy between the two curves is a function of the higher elevation and extended

duration of the regulated full pool regime, combined with the altered transgression time

of the complete lake level fluctuation.

To investigate the relative dependence of elevationversus the transgression time

and reduced fluctuation range, an alternate lake level regime was formulated. Shoreline
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erosion is a function of increased wave energy delivered to the backshore; therefore the

alternate lake level regime has as a goal to redistribute the erosive wave energy. It is

also desirable to develop the alternate regulation scheme relative to the realistic

constraints of hydropower production and lake recreation. Obviously a return to the

natural regime would be the best solution for reducing shoreline erosion, but significant

losses in hydropower production would occur. The main recreational concern is that the

lake be high enough to allow full use of boating facilities when demand for recreation is

at the sunmier peak. The alternate lake level regime was designed with 0.3 m lower full

pool lake level than the regulated, a shorter total transgression time, with rates of rise

and fall mimicking those of the natural regime, and having a wider range of lake levels,

notably a return to the natural base elevation of 878.5 m (Fig. W.10 top). The duration

of the alternative full pool season is identical to the regulated average (i.e. 100 days), in

keeping with past hydropower regulation patterns. However the timing of full pool is

chosen to coincide with peak recreation demands, resulting in a maximum lake level

occurring earlier than the regulated average.

Lowering the lake back to its pre-dam base level at a natural rate, combined with a

shorter total transgression time, resulted in a significant reduction of energy above the

natural curve (Fig. IV. 10 bottom). Essentially 6.4 x 106 joules/m were transferred from

above the natural curve to lake levels corresponding with the equilibrated pre-dam base

level. Altering the regulation of the lake in this manner results in a 67% reduction in the

amount of erosive wave energy that the present regulation scheme displaces above the

natural curve (Fig. IV.10 bottom). The altered hydrograph (Fig. IV.10 top) more

closely resembles the regulated hydrograph than the natural, but because of the

modifications in timing of drawdown, transgression duration and increased fluctuation

range, the energy distribution curve looks surprisingly similar to the natural curve (Fig.

IV. 10 bottom). This occurs because the timing of drawdown resulted in lower lake
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Figure 1V. 10 Comparison of an alternate lake level regulation scheme to the

present regualted regimes (top) and the corresponding distribution of annual incident

wave energy.by each of the above hydrographs summed over 1 m intervals between lake
levels 877 m and 883 m (bottom).
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levels coinciding with the more energetic storms of the late fall and winter (Fig. P1.8

bottom).

Clearly lowering the lake at a natural rate to the pre-dam base level resulted in a

significant transfer of energy from above the natural curve (Fig. IV. 10 bottom) where it

induces erosion, to the base level where it can be dissipated by waves breaking across

hundreds of meters of the shallow shelf. The annual incident wave energy model used

is that estimated for deep water conditions; therefore it is also important to consider

dissipation of energy due to waves breaking across the varial zone profile. As stated

earlier the present rate of shoreline retreat is a product of the amount of wave energy that

actually reaches the full pool shoreline and that rate was shown to have slowed

substantially over the five decades of dam operation (Fig. P15). This is due to

increased dissipation of wave energy as the varial zone profile approaches an

equilibrium slope. Presumably the lake bed of the varial zone has reached some degree

of an equilibrium profile which accommodates wave energy in a similar fashion to that

of the pre-dam nearshore shelf. Important then to the evaluation of wave energy

redistribution as a causative element in shoreline erosion, is the fact that shoreline retreat

has slowed significantly since the onset of lake regulation due to dissipation by waves

breaking.

The varial zone profiles for the north shore are typified by two kinds of shorelines:

a vertical bank, or a sand berm composed of drift logs fronting the marsh (Fig. P1.11).

The vertical bank erodes and retreats predominantly by processes of under-cutting,

while the sand and log-debris berm composing the marsh shoreline retreats in response

to wave overwash (Chapter III). A slope change occurs at the nearshore elevation of

approximately 880.5 m, separating the shoreline bankor sand berm from the offshore
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varial zone profile (Fig. IV. 11). The average slope for the varial zone on the east side

below the elevation of 880.5 m is 0.0045, which is close to the slope of 0.0034

measured on the equilibrated west shore. The slope of 0.0045 results in a broad surf

zone and hence nearly complete energy dissipation. During lake elevations of 880.5 m

and lower, incident wave height decays, even during storms, to zero through waves

breaking across several hundred meters of the nearly equilibrated varial zone (Fig.

IV. 11). Therefore the potential for erosion of the present full pool shoreline is

extremely reduced. At lake elevations above 880.5 m complete wave dissipation does

not occur, allowing waves to reach the shoreline bank and sand berm causing erosion.

Wave energy located above the elevation of 880.5 m is responsible for the majority of

the present measured shoreline erosion on the east side of the north shore. Therefore the

elevation of 880.5 m is used as an erosion cut-off elevation for further analysis in which

wave energy is plotted at 0.1 m lake level intervals to permit a closer examination of the

distribution (Fig. IV. 12).

The natural hydrograph resulted in 5.4 x iø joules/m or 6% of the total annual

wave energy distributed above backshore elevations of 880.5 m (Fig. IV.12 top). The

regulated regime redistributed 6.7 x 106joules/m or 70% of the total annual wave

energy above the 880.5 m lake level (Fig. IV.12 middle), which is more than 10 times

the natural distribution. In comparison to present regulation, the alternate lake level

regime redistributed only 1.7 x 106 joules/m or 18% of the total annual wave energy

above the critical erosion elevation of 880.5 m (Fig. IV.12 bottom). This is a significant

reduction (5 x i06 joules/m or 75% of the displaced annual wave energy above the

natural curve) from that of the regulated regime. Such a major reduction in wave energy

should also have a similar effect on shoreline erosion. It is important to again keep in

mind that the energy discussed is that calculated for deep water conditions. Certainly the

0.3 m lowered full pool lake level of the alternate regime will result in a wider surfer
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Figure IV. 12 The distribution of annual wave energy for the natural hydrograph
(top) the present regualted regime (middle) and the proposed alternate lake level scheme
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regulation regimes
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zone (i.e. 70 m), given an average slope of 0.0045. Therefore a lowered full pool lake

level would also result in more energy being dissipated by wave breaking offshore,

away from the retreating shoreline, than occurs with the present full pool operational

level.

Much of the retreating shoreline on the north shore is backed by marsh which

erodes in response to overwash processes. However a difference in nearshore elevation

of approximately 0.5 m was found to separate the higher stable marsh shorelines from

the lower retreating ones which experience more intense overwash (Chapter III). The

intensity of overwash increases due to storm induced set-up at the shoreline and

maximum set-up predicted for the north shore during storms was 0.25 m, which is less

than the proposed 0.3 m lowered lake elevation. Therefore the lowered lake level would

have the additional effect of decreasing the intensity of overwash events. Presumably

much of the shoreline retreat on the north shore, due to overwash processes, could be

stabilized or at least severely reduced by lowering the full pool lake level approximately

0.3 m. Clearly altering the manner in which the lake level is regulated will redistribute

wave energy in a manner more favorable to reducing shoreline erosion lake-wide,

combined with decreasing the intensity of overwash on the north shore.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

If recent predictions of an accelerated sea-level rise actually occur, then there is

going to be an ever increasing demand forpredictions of shoreline retreat. The Bruun

Rule is the most widely accepted predictive model for shoreline retreat due to elevated

water levels. This study, and others that compare measured shoreline retreat to

predicted retreat have shown that more factors are involved than a simple elevation of

water level, and that the Bruun Rule should only be used as a first order estimate of

possible shoreline retreat (Komar et al. 1991). The values from the Bruun Rule,
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equations (P1.1) and (IV.2), are simply solutions to a geometric problem which depend

on the chosen representative nearshore equilibrium slope and the backshore topography.

Even if these factors are accurately accounted for, major discrepancy between

predictions and actual retreat can occur when erosion processes are ignored. Shoreline

erosion results from an integration of many processes unique to an individual beach.

What is common to all beaches is that the forcing, which drives the processes of

shoreline erosion and retreat, comes from incident wave energy, and that the distribution

of incident wave energy across the foreshore is dependent on the fluctuation of water

level, combined with the timing of storm events.

The distribution of wave energy due to dam regulation of lake level is an important

factor in understanding shoreline erosion in Flathead Lake, and is also an important

element to consider when evaluating coastal erosion due to sea-level rise associated with

global warming. This study demonstrates that the transgression time and range in water

level fluctuation are as important to shoreline erosion as the elevated water level.

Predictions of shoreline retreat must consider that long term sea-level rise will elevate the

whole range of water level fluctuations, and more importantly, the distribution of wave

energy. Over the long time periods associated with predicted sea-level rise, coastlines

with narrow tidal ranges have a greater probability of storm events occurring at higher

tidal levels where significant shoreline erosion is more likely to occur. Consequently a

coast having a narrow tidal range may experience greater erosion than another coast

dominated by a broad tidal range, given similar relative changes in sea level. The

occurrence of storms during short periods of elevated sea-levels may cause substantially

more erosion than that attributed to the long-term global increase (Komar and Enfield,

1987).

At present measures considered to combat global sea-level rise and associated

increased coastal erosion fit into three general categories: reduction of emissions of
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green house gases into the atmosphere, engineered shore protection and active retreat of

development from the eroding coastlines (Newman and Fairbridge, 1986; Carter 1988).

Of interest, regulating the global volume of sea-water has also been proposed as another

alternative to the problem of increased erosion associated with long-term sea-level rise

(Newman, and Fairbridge, 1986 and 1987). However one can only imagine such a

project from an engineering perspective, without mentioning the ecological

consequences.

The manner in which the volume of water in Flathead Lake has been regulated

over the last five decades resulted in a redistribution of annual wave energy causing

shoreline erosion. Important to the evaluation of wave energy redistribution as a

causative element in shoreline erosion is the fact that shoreline retreat has slowed

significantly since the onset of lake regulation. This is due to increased dissipation of

wave energy through breaking as the varial zone profile approaches an equilibrium

slope. The present rate of shoreline retreat is then a product of the amount of wave

energy that actually reaches the full pool shoreline and it is therefore important to

consider dissipation of energy due to wave breaking across the varial zone profile.

Altering the manner in which the lake is regulated (as proposed herein), would

redistribute 67% of the total amount of annual wave energy from the eroding full pool

shoreline elevations to elevations that correspond with the equilibrated pre-dam shelf

(Fig. IV. 9b), where wave energy could be dissipated by breaking far removed from the

eroding bank.

A break in the varial zone slope occurs at an elevation of 880.5 m (Fig. IV.l 1).

When the lake is at this elevation and below, wave height decay decreases to zero over a

200 m wide surf zone resulting in a dramatically reduced potential for continued erosion

of the full pool shoreline. Therefore the erosion of the full pool shoreline occurs from

storms that coincide with lake levels above the elevation of 880.5 m. Lowering the lake
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from 881.78 m (full pool) to 880.5 m before the occurrence of the common late fall

storms (Fig.IV.8 middle) would greatly reduce shoreline erosion. The present

regulation scheme results in 70% of the total annual wave energy being located above

the elevation of 880.5 m. An alternative regulation scheme incorporating both concerns

for hydropower production and lake recreation was proposed and it was found that by

altering the transgression time through changing the timing, and increasing the rate of

lake drawdown, resulted in only 18% of the total annual wave energy distributed above

the critical elevation of 880.5 m. The alternate regulation scheme not only dramatically

reduces the amount of deep water wave energy above 880.5 m, but because of the lower

lake level more of that energy will be dissipated by wave breaking initiated further

offshore. Furthermore overwash intensity will be reduced, thereby decreasing the

effectiveness of such shoreline erosion processes. Clearly it is possible to alter the

manner in which the lake level is regulated to redistribute wave energy in a manner more

favorable to reducing lake-wide shoreline erosion.
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V. CHAPTER FIVE:

AN ARTIFICIAL PERCHED-GRAVEL BEACH
AS A SHORE PROTECTION STRUCTURE

ABSTRACT

Natural gravel beaches can provide the backshore of coastal environments with a

protective buffer from wave erosion. A case study is presented of the conceptual design

and utility of an artificial perched gravel beach used to stabilize an eroding backshore.

Boulders and cobbles were used as a stable platform to perch beach gravels above the

previously eroding profile. A longshore exchange of gravel within the beach

compartment was incorporated into the conceptual design. The structure has performed

successfully during the three year monitoring period as exemplified by the lack of

backshore erosion and the maintenance of the perched profile.

INTRODUCTION

Traditional coastal protection structures which utilize coarse materials, are

commonly designed to ensure stability of the material and profile. Movement of

individual components and subsequent changes in structure profile are normally viewed

as damage. Continued demand for low-cost shore protection, which also embodies

both aesthetic and dynamic qualities of a natural beach, has stimulated recent efforts

towards designing artificial gravel beaches (Pilarczyk and der Boer, 1983; van der

Meer and Pilarczyk, 1986; Johnson, 1987).

Gravel/cobble transport within most rubble structures commonly occurs in the

downslope direction following toe-scour by waves and subsequent gravity slumping.

Oak (1985) showed that for naturally occurring boulder beaches (i.e. grains >25 cm),
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the movement of boulders did not produce slope failure. Presumably a naturally

occurring boulder beach is adjusted to the environment, allowingmovement of

individual particles with minor changes in slope form.

Naturally occurring gravel beaches also behave in a dynamic manner. They

develop characteristic profiles composed of a step and beach crest, the two connected by

a steep beach face (Wood, 1970). The step forms in response to wave breaking, while

the beach face and crest result from run-up of the wave swash. Maximum incident

wave energy occurs at the break point near the step and decreases to zero at the beach

crest, thereby providing protection for the backshore from wave erosion.

Powell (1988) concluded from wave tank experiments that the proportion of

normally incident wave energy reflected by gravel beaches is nearly constant at ten

percent. The remaining energy must then be dissipated by wave breaking, transmitted

into the beach matrix and expended through gravel transport. Gravel transport results in

the formation of dynamic step-berm profiles which adjust to changing wave climates.

This dynamic behavior characterisitc of a gravel beach allows for the majority of energy

to be dissipated through wave breaking and swash turbulence. Gravel mobility is

therefore, a vital component in the total dissipation of wave energy while maintaining

the general beach profile form.

This chapter presents a case study of how an artificial gravel beach can provide

coastal protection as a dynamic structure alternative to conventional rigid design. The

structure provides backshore protection from wave erosion by utilizing the naturally

inherent aspects of energy dissipation provided by a gravel beach. The maintenance of

a gravel beach perched above the previously eroding profile was achieved by placing

imported beach gravels on top of a constructed cobble platform.
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STUDY AREA

The study site is located on the east shore of Flathead Lake in northwest Montana

(Fig. V.1). Flathead Lake is a natural lake formed by Pleistocene glaciation. The lake

has an area of 496 km2, with a maximum length of 45 km. width of24 km and average

depth of 52 m. The lake is bounded to the east by the steep-faced Mission Range rising

approximately 1200 m above the lake, and to the west by the Salish Range rising

approximately 750 m.

Winds on Flathead Lake, associated with the passage of meteorologic

depressions, follow topographic channeling along the north-south valley axis. This

channeling effect is exemplified by the wind rose compiled from data collected at a north

shore weather station (Fig. V.1). These wind patterns result in the east shore of the

lake being exposed to a north-south bimodal wave climate.

Storm waves are normally fetch-limited, with significant heights typically ranging

between 0.75 m and 1.25 m with periods between 3.5 to 4.5 seconds (Chapter II) The

north-south bimodal wave climate approaches the east shore with a corresponding angle

of incidence due to wave refraction (Fig. V.2). The study site is typified by a zero net

drift over many years; however, the direction of gravel transport can be highly variable

from week to week.

The beach compartment within the study site is bounded to the south by a solid

dock and on the north by a seawall and open T-shaped dock (Fig. V.2). The solid dock

was constructed in the late sixties, while the seawall and open T-shaped dock were

constructed in 1983. The southern dock is a small enclosed basin of which only a

portion is shown in figure V.2. Prior to construction of the seawall and open T-shaped

dock, bank erosion was prevented by the presence of a natural gravel beach (Fig. V.2).

Following construction of the seawail and T-shaped dock, extensive bank erosion
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occurred along the adjacent southern property (Fig. V.2). Beach gravels trapped

within the T- shaped dock following the first full pool season were dredged, further

exacerbating the bank erosion.

Natural fluctuations in seasonal water levels in Flathead Lake have been altered for

hydropower production by construction of Kerr Dam downstream from the outlet. The

dam regulates the top 3 m of the lake between a full pool elevation of 881.78 m and a

maximum drawdown elevation of 878.73 m (Fig. V.3). The area between the full pool

shoreline and maximum drawdown is termed the varial zone (Fig. V.2). The perched

beach structure is constructed in the varial zone and relative to the full pool operational

lake level, therefore it is exposed to a range of water levels (Fig. V.3). The duration for

the full pool season is approximately 100 days.

METHODS

The nearshore profile was measured with an auto level and staff prior to construction of

the gravel beach during spring drawdown 1988. Surveying was repeated during

various stages of construction. Monitoring of the completed structure was done by

auto level survey combined with frequent visual and photographic observations. All

surveys were measured from an established headstake, twice during 1988 full pool

season and once during drawdown exposure following full pool seasons 1988, 1989

and 1990. These data permitted comparisons of shoreline positions and cross-sectional

profiles used to characterize the structure behavior. Lake levels were recorded daily by

the United States Geological Survey at a gauging station on the north shore. Grain size

data were obtained by standard sieve methods.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure Design

There are three main design elements of the structure:

a) A perched gravel beach profile

b) Mobile gravel beach material with a mixed size distribution

c) Allowance for longshore gravel exchange

These three elements give the structure an ability to mimic the dynamics of a natural

gravel beach while providing bank protection.

Construction of the perched beach utilized selected large cobbles and boulders

from local glacial till and beach gravels from an excavated wave-formed spit. The

cobble/boulder platform perched the gravels relative to the existing eroding nearshore

profile. A mixture of boulders and cobbles formed the toe and lakeward front of the

structure, while a back fill of cobbles produced the platform (Fig. V.4). The gravels

were then placed on top of this cobble platform (Fig. V.4). These gravels originated

from a spit formed during a higher stand of lake level, which provided a natural wave

sorted size distribution for use as beach nourishment. This gravel source was distinctly

well sorted around the 5 mm to 25 mm grain size as compared to local glacial till

deposits (Fig. V.5).

The structure is exposed to wave action over a range of lake levels from the beach

crest to the structure toe (Fig. V.3). The boulders of the toe provide protection from

direct wave attack during drawdown lake levels. The rational for this type of placement

was to trap the smaller cobbles and gravel of the platform by limiting their exposure to

direct wave attack and subsequent longshore transport. The boulders and large cobbles

of the lakeward front are too large for movement by the waves. The cobble platform

was also designed to trap beach gravel migrating with the fluctuating water level.
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The perched beach structure is attached to the seawall on the northern end and

open towards the south (Fig. V.2). The open southern end allows a longshore

exchange of gravel. Connecting the northern end to the seawall provides protection

from scour normally associated with the end effects of seawalls (McDougal et aL, 1987;

Griggs and Tait, 1988).

Structure Performance

A longshore exchange of gravel readily occurred within the beach compartment as

demonstrated by the changing shoreline positions (Fig. V.6a & V.7a). Beach width on

the structure widened between 6/20/88 and 8/11/88, a trend which continued between

1988 and 1989 (Fig. V.6a & V.7a). During the three year monitoring period, the T-

shaped dock continued to trap gravel and subsequently filled (Fig.V.7a). In response,

the beach width between the southern dock and seawall decreased from 1989 to 1990,

reflecting the net loss of gravel for that portion of the beach compartment (Fig. V.7a).

Also affecting the sediment budget is the solid southern dock which acts as a groin,

eliminating the replenishment of gravel from beaches further to the south.

During the first few weeks ofexposure to waves at full pool lake levels, the

perched beach gravels were formed into one single beach crest measured on 6120/88

(Fig. V.6b). The height of the beach crest is controlled by the incident breaker height

and period, combined with the gravel size (Bagnold, 1940; Kemp, 1960; Carr, 1969;

van der Meer and Pilarczyk, 1986). This characteristic behavior of profile

development, continued resulting in three separate crests as seen in the 8/11/88 survey

(Fig. V.6b). The structure maintained this type of dynamic behavior throughout the

study period (Fig. V.7b).

The 8/11/88 profile shows offshore deposition over the structure toe (Fig. V.6b).

This pattern of gravel deposition produced a continual up-building sequence for the

offshore portion of the profile during the three year monitoring period (Fig. V.7b). As
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a result, the cobble platform has remained stable throughout the three year period by

maintaining the perched position of the beach above the pre-siructure profile and by

trapping gravel as designed (Fig. V.6b & V.7b).

During the study, the middle portion of the beach compartment maintained a

nearly constant width while the ends experienced greater fluctuations (Fig. V.6a &

V.7a). Typically obliquely-incident waves produced wider beaches composed of small

gravel to pebbles in the direction of transport, leaving behind a narrow beach composed

of larger gravel. Gravel composing the beach face and crest migrated rapidly

alongshore in response to the swash action from the obliquely incident waves. Sieve

analysis of gravel samples taken from the surface of the beach face following a

southerly storm on 11/22/90 showed that the gravel distribution as a whole was finer in

the direction of northward transport (Fig. V.8).

While permitting a longshore exchangeof gravel, the structure maintained a

perched elevation relative to full pool lake levels, and in so doing abated further bank

erosion. The structure also survived direct wave attack during drawdown lake levels.

The cobble platform trapped sediment, resulting in a measured up-building sequence

which effectively buried the cobble platform with beach gravels. The future success of

the structure, however, is in jeopardy from the net loss of material trapped by the T-

shaped dock. This problem is exacerbated by the solid dock which eliminates a

replenishment of gravels into the beach compartment from beaches further to the south.
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CONCLUSIONS

Bank erosion within the beach compartment was abated during the study period,

and a new gravel beach developed fronting the previously eroding backshore. The

structure performed in a dynamic manner characteristic of a naturally occurring gravel

beach. In general, the smaller gravel fractions shifted alongshore within the beach

compartment, while cobbles and larger gravel moved in a more cross-shore direction

forming the measured stepped profile configurations.

The transport of material composing a coarse grained coastal protection structure

can be viewed as a design element rather than being considered as damage, which

subsequently drives design towards rigid non-dynamic structures. Results from this

case study support the feasibility of utilizing low impact dynamic structures for

shoreline protection.
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CHAPTER SIX: GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Concern regarding increased coastal erosion has heightened with the growing

acceptance of global warming and associated accelerated sea-level rise. Predictions of

the expected rate of sea-level rise range between 2.8 and 30 mm/yr (Komar et al. 1991).

Regardless of the actual rate of sea-level rise, the potential for increased shoreline

erosion remains, especially to low lying coastal areas and shorelines where crustal

subsidence adds to the local relative rise in sea-level. In concert with the acceptance of

accelerated sea-level rise and associated increases in coastal erosion is the need to better

understand the related processes of shoreline erosion to more adequately provide

acceptable solutions to the problem.

The processes of shoreline erosion are complex and the nature in which they are

integrated tends to be unique to each individual beach compartment. One common factor

to the processes of shoreline erosion is that the forcing comes mainly from the flux of

incident wave energy. Important then is a recognition or understanding of the nature in

which wave energy is accommodated within the nearshore zone. The configuration of

the nearshore provides the first clue to this important aspect, and allows a proper starting

point to further investigate shoreline erosion and shore protection schemes. Five

decades of lake level regulation in Flathead Lake provide an excellent model to examine

the effects of elevated water levels and subsequent shoreline erosion.

We have described the nearshore environment in Flathead Lake, Montana, as

dissipative or reflective on the basis of physical structure and accommodation ofwave

energy. Dissipative nearshore systems (e = 140) are generally oriented normal to the

wave approach and characterized by fine-grained sediment, wide low sloped inner-

shelves, and the presence of multiple linear bars juxtaposed offshore. Wave energy is

dissipated across hundreds of meters of the inner-shelf by numerous spilling breakers.
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Reflective nearshore systems (c = 2.0) are oriented both normal and obliquely to the

dominant wave approach, and are generally characterized by short, cobble-armored

nearshore shelves with steep gravel beaches and foreshores. Wave energy was

predominantly dissipated by a single plunging breaker on the gravel beach face.

The ability of these nearshore systems to accommodate wave energy has been

demonstrated in the relative reconfiguration of the nearshore over time and in response

to lake level regulation for hydropower generation. The extended duration of full pool

lake levels has eroded the pre-dam lake foreshore, owing to longer than natural exposure

to wave energy. Dissipative systems have been particularly sensitive to wave erosion,

and shoreline retreat has ranged from several hundred meters to over a kilometer along

the north shore of the lake. Some 970 ha of the natural depositional delta of the Flathead

River have eroded into the lake since dam operation began in 1938. Reflective systems

have been more resistant to chronic erosion (i.e. maximum measured shoreline retreat <

-0.5 ni/yr) due to the development of step/berm gravel profiles in the plunge zone beach

face, which buffer the backshore from wave attack. However, docks and other man-

made structures have accelerated localized erosion within these beach compartments,

owing to the interception of longs hore gravel transport.

The regulation of lake levels in Flathead Lake as mentioned has resulted in

extensive wave-induced erosion of the north shore, which continues on the east side but

has ceased on the west except for along the peninsula of the west river mouth. On the

east side of the north shore the shoreline did not retreat everywhere but varied

considerably between erosion and accretion, although, the net effect was erosion.

Longshore variability between shoreline erosion and accretion occurred on annual time

scales as well as shorter time scales associated with storm cycles. Three erosive

processes were involved in the wave-shoreline interaction: undercutting, endstripping
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and overwash. These three processes, acting separately and synergistically, caused the

measured longshore variability in erosion.

Shoreline bank or berm elevation and morphology are the main factors which

determined the type of erosive process. Differences of less than 0.5 m in nearshore

elevation separated shorelines retreating by overwash processes from stable ones. The

higher nearshore elevations reduced the intensity of wave overwash, resulting in stable

non-retreating shorelines. Shoreline accretion occuned in association with drift logs,

which trapped sand transported by both wave and eolian processes. Continued trapping

of sand and drift logs protects the retreating backshore from direct wave attack, thereby

stabilizing the shoreline and allowing colonization by riparian vegetation.

The manner in which water level in Flathead Lake is regulated has resulted in a

redistribution of annual incident wave energy which has caused the measured shoreline

retreat. The transgression time and range in water level fluctuation control the

distribution of incident wave energy, and are as important to shoreline erosion as the

elevated water level. Under natural conditions of annual lake level fluctuation, the

shorelines of Flathead Lake existed in a state of equilibrium (i.e. chronic shoreline

erosion and retreat did not exist, in fact, the north shore was advancing lakeward).

Important to the evaluation of wave energy redistribution as a causative element in

shoreline erosion is the fact that shoreline retreat has slowed significantly on the east

side of the north shore since the onset of lake regulation, and completely ceased on the

west. This is due to increased dissipation of wave energy through breaking as the varial

zone profile approaches an equilibrium slope. The present rate of shoreline retreat is

then a product of the amount of wave energy that actually reaches the full pool shoreline.

It is important then to consider dissipation of energy due to wave breaking across the

varial zone profile when addressing shoreline erosion.
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A break in the varial zone slope occurs at an elevation of 880.5 m, which

separates the full pool shoreline bank or berm from the offshore. When the lake is at

this elevation and below, wave height decay decreases to zero over a 200 m wide surf

zone, resulting in a reduced potential for continued erosion of the full pool shoreline.

The elevation of 880.5 m is then taken as an approximate elevation separating erosive

energy from dissipated energy. Under natural conditions the major portion of annual

incident wave energy was dissipated at lake elevations of 878.5 m to 879 m, which

corresponds to the pre-dam equilibrated nearshore shelf. It is apparent then that further

shoreline erosion could be reduced by altering the manner in which the lake is regulated

in a effort to redistribute wave energy at elevations corresponding to more equilibrated

nearshore slopes (i.e. those below 880.5 m) for the north shore of the lake.

The regulation of lake levels has redistributed the annual wave energy in a manner

that has resulted in lake-wide shoreline erosion. The most dramatic shoreline retreat

occurred on the dissipative north shore. Altering the transgression time by changing the

timing and increasing the rate of lake drawdown, has resulted in a redistribution of the

annual wave energy from above the natural curve to elevations corresponding to the pre-

dam equilibrated nearshore shelf as compared to the present distribution of the regulation

scheme. Altering the manner in which the lake is regulated as proposed herein would

result in a 75 % reduction in erosive wave energy reaching the present regulated full

pool shoreline, as compared to the present regulation scheme. This reduction could be

expected to reduce the rate of shoreline retreat lake-wide. The transgression time, range

in lake elevation fluctuation, and timing ofdrawdown are equally important to shoreline

erosion as an elevated lake level. Lowering the lake to at least 880.5 m before the arrival

of commonly occurring late fall and winter storms would certainly reduce shoreline

erosion lake-wide.
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The energy located above the lake elevation of 880.5 m has been argued to be the

most important in terms of erosion to the full pool shoreline. The regulated lake level

regime results in 70 % of the total annual incidentwave energy above the elevation of

880.5 m. In comparison the alternate lake level regime results in only 18 % of the

annual incident wave energy located above the critical lake elevation of 880.5 m. The

effect of lowering the full pool lake level by 0.3 m does little to effect the distribution of

deep water wave energy, however it will increase the distance over which wave

breaking occurs during storms by about 75 m given an average slope of 0.0045. Such

an increase in the distance over which wave breaking occurs would result in a further

reduction in erosive wave energy that can reach the full pool shoreline. Also much of

the retreating shoreline on the north shore is characterized by a marsh shoreline that

erodes through processes of wave overwash. A difference in nearshore elevation of

approximately 0.5 m separates stable marsh shorelines from those actively retreating

(Chapter three). Presumably much of the shoreline retreat on the north shore, due to

overwash processes, could be stabilized or at least further reduced by lowering the full

pool lake level approximately 0.3 m combined with lowering the lake to at least 880.5 m

before the late fall storms

The occurrence of a natural gravel beach was observed to greatly limit shoreline

erosion. The goal of the perched gravel beach project was to provide low-cost shore

protection, which also embodies the aesthetic and dynamic qualities of a natural beach.

Therefore, an artificial perched gravel beach was designed and constructed, within a

beach compartment located on the east shore of the lake, to combat further shoreline

erosion. Bank erosion within the beach compartment was abated during the three year

study period, and a new gravel beach developed fronting the previously eroding

backshore. The structure performed in a dynamic manner characteristic of a naturally

occurring gravel beach. In general, the smaller gravel fractions shifted alongshore
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within the beach compartment, while cobbles and larger gravel moved in a more cross-

shore direction forming the measured stepped profile configurations. The transport of

material composing a coarse grained coastal protection structure can be viewed as a

design element rather than being viewed as damage, which subsequently drives design

towards rigid non-dynamic structures. Results from this thesis support the feasibility of

utilizing low-impact dynamic structures for shoreline protection, and also that we should

model their design after naturally occurring gravel and boulder beaches.
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